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SSTANDARDTANDARD F FEATSEATS
The feats herein are presented in alphabetical order.

Able Sniper [General]
You are accomplished at remaining unseen 

when you're sniping with a ranged weapon.
Prerequisites: Dex 13, Hide 5 ranks.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on ranged 

attack rolls with a weapon made against flat-footed 
targets that are at least 30 feet away. In addition, you 
gain a +4 bonus on Hide checks made to hide again 
after you have made an attack roll while hiding (see 
page 76 of the Player's Handbook v.3.5).

Academy Graduate [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

You attended an academy, during which you 
were schooled in the finer arts of being an aristocrat.

Prerequisites: 1st-level, must be noble born.
Benefit: Pick any three Charisma or 

Intelligence-based skills. These three skills are 
always considered class skills for you. In addition, 
you gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge (history) and 
Knowledge (nobility and royalty) checks, and may 
use these skills untrained.

Ancient Battle Curse [Ancient, General]
Modified for World of Kulan

You can channel your own arcane energy 
into a powerful curse upon those who dare to face 
you in battle.

Prerequisites: Knowledge (history) 4 ranks, 
Power Attack, arcane caster level 1st.

Benefit: By giving up an arcane spell slot or 
prepared spell before making an attack roll, you can 
perform a battle curse as a melee attack. You gain a 
bonus on the attack roll equal to the level of the spell 
or spell slot so sacrificed. If your attack hits, the 
target must succeed on a Will save (DC 10 + level of 
spell or slot expended + your Cha modifier) or take a 
-2 penalty on attack rolls, saving throws, ability 
checks, skill checks, and weapon damage rolls for 1 
minute. The effects of multiple battle curses don't 
stack, and any foe that successfully resists your 
battle curse cannot be affected by it again for 24 
hours.

Any effect that dispels or removes a curse 
eliminates the battle curse. Your caster level equals 
your character level for this purpose.

Animal Song [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Animals love your music and will follow 
you around for it.

Prerequisites: Handle Animal skill, Bardic 
Music ability.

Benefit: You can use your bardic music to 
enchant animals. Treat this as a charm animals spell, 
except that you are also empowered to communicate 
with the target animal on a basic level (i.e. you can 
tell it to come, stay, attack or similar commands).

Antimagic Power [Metapsionic]
You powers affect spells as if they were psionic 
powers.

Prerequisite: Any other metapsionic feat.
Benefit: To use this feat, you must expend 

your psionic focus (see the Concentration skill 
description, page 37 in XPH). Any power you 
manifest affects arcane or divine spells as if they 
were psionic powers. There aren’t any restrictions on 
the use of the antimagic power.

Using this feat increases the power point 
cost of the power by 4. The power's total cost cannot 
exceed your manifester level.

Antipsionic Spell [Metamagic]
You spells affect powers as if they were magical 
spells.

Prerequisite: Any other metamagic feat.
Benefit: Any arcane or divine spell you cast 

affects psionic powers as if they were magical spells. 
There aren’t any restrictions on the use of the 
antipsionic spell.

An antipsionic spell uses up a spell slot three 
levels higher than the spell's actual level.

Special: You cannot take or use this feat if 
you have the ability to use powers (if you have a 
power point reserve or psi-like abilities).

Arcane Focus [General]
By James Sutherland

Your arcane spells are more powerful than 
they would otherwise be due to your mastery of 
different kinds of arcane spellcasting.

Prerequisites: Arcane Synergy, Spell Focus 
(any), 3rd-level arcane spells as a wizard and as a 
sorcerer.

Benefit: When you cast wizard spells, the 
saving throw DC increases by half of your Charisma 



bonus. When you cast sorcerer spells, the saving 
throw DC increases by half of your Intelligence 
bonus. This ability overlaps (does not stack with) 
Spell Focus and Greater Spell Focus.

Arcane Manipulation [Ancient, General]
Modified for World of Kulan

You are learned in the arcane ways of the 
Ancients, where masters of magic once molded and 
shaped arcane energy to their own will.

Prerequisites: Wizard level 1st.
Benefit: When you prepare spells, you can 

break down up to three existing arcane spell slots to 
create a specified number of lower-level spell slots. 
(A 0-level spell counts as 1/2 level for this purpose, 
so a 1st-level spell slot could be broken into two 0-
level spell slots.) The sum of the levels of all the new 
spell slots must equal the level of the original. The 
number of spell slots you can create in this manner is 
otherwise unlimited. Spell slots that you break down 
into multiple lower-level slots remain that way until 
the next time you prepare spells, at which time you 
can choose to restore your spell slots to normal or 
break them up again.

Normal: A character can always choose to 
use a higher-level spell slot to prepare a lower-level 
spell, but any "remainder" spell levels are lost.

Arcane Synergy [General]
By James Sutherland

Your arcane expertise carries over from 
sorcerer to wizard and vice-versa.

Prerequisites: 1st-level arcane spells as a 
wizard and as a sorcerer.

Benefit: When you roll to overcome a 
creature’s spell resistance with a sorcerer spell, you 
gain a synergy bonus equal to the highest-level 
wizard spell you can cast. When you roll to 
overcome a creature’s spell resistance with a wizard 
spell, you gain a synergy bonus equal to the highest-
level sorcerer spell you can cast. This bonus stacks 
with that gained from Spell Penetration or Greater 
Spell Penetration.

Arcane Thriftiness [Metamagic]
Modified for World of Kulan

You have learned how to save money when 
it comes to casting spells.

Prerequisites: Any other one Metamagic 
feat.

Benefit: You need only spend one half the 
amount listed when casting identify. Item creation 
costs are also reduced by 10 percent, and costs to 

scribe scrolls into spell books are reduced by 20 
percent.

Arena Blood [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

The blood of an arena champion flows in 
your veins, giving you a thirst for glory and a drive 
to succeed.

Prerequisites: Citizen of the City-state of 
Sulinon or any other city-state with a gladiatorial 
arena (i.e. Sasserine).

Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on Intimidate 
skill checks. In addition, whenever you successfully 
demoralize an opponent using the Intimidate skill 
during combat you are immediately healed of 1d4 
points of nonlethal damage. You also gain a +2 
morale bonus on grapple checks, sunder attempts, 
trip attempts, bull rush attempts, and disarm attempts 
if you are aware of any noncombatants observing a 
fight you are participating in.

Aspirant [General]
"Not all things are revealed to me."
By Jim Stenberg

You aspire to greater spiritual knowledge.
Benefit: You meet the special prerequisite 

for the Extra Domain feat. Gain a +2 insight bonus 
on Knowledge (religion) checks.

Special: You may take this feat multiple 
times. Each selection allows you to take Extra 
Domain one additional time and increases the 
Knowledge (religion) bonus by +1.

Block Magic [General]
By James Sutherland

You can crouch behind your shield to 
partially block certain spells.

Prerequisites: Improved Shield Use, 
Lightning Reflexes.

Benefit: When you use a small or large 
shield you gain a dodge bonus to Reflex saves equal 
to the shield’s armor bonus. This bonus only applies 
against area spells and spell-like abilities.

Special: A fighter may select Block Magic 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Bloodline of Fire [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You are descended from the efreet. The 
blood of these fire-genies runs thick in your veins.



Prerequisites: 1st-level, you are native of 
the Great Expanse, High Desert, Ruined Kingdoms, 
or True Zakhara.

Benefit: You receive a +4 bonus against fire 
effects. You also add +2 to the DC of saving throws 
for any sorcerer spells with the fire descriptor that 
you cast. This benefit stacks with the Spell Focus 
feat if the spell you cast is from your chosen school.

Brew Elixir [Item Creation]
By James Sutherland – modified for World of Kulan

You can brew magical draughts that are 
more powerful than potions.

Prerequisites: Caster level 9th, Brew 
Potion.

Benefit: You can brew potions of spells up 
to 9th-level, called elixirs. Brewing an elixir takes 
one day. When you create an elixir, you set the 
caster level, which must be sufficient to cast the spell 
in question and no higher than your own level. The 
base price of an elixir is its spell level x its caster 
level x 100 gp. To brew an elixir, you must spend 
1/25 of this base price in XP and use up raw 
materials costing one-half this base price.

When you create an elixir, you make any 
choices that you would normally make when casting 
the spell. Whoever drinks the elixir is the target of 
the spell.

Any elixir that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the costs derived 
from the base price, you must expend the material 
component or pay the XP when creating the elixir.

Special: The new Craft Extraordinary Item 
feat (see below) can be used to brew certain elixirs, 
but only the ones described in the D&D DMG v.3.5.

Brew Potion [Item Creation, Revised]
You can create potions which carry spells 

within themselves.
Prerequisite: Caster level 1st.
Benefit: You can create a potion of any 3rd-

level or lower spell that you know and that targets 
one or more creatures. Brewing a potion takes one 
day. When you create a potion, you set the caster 
level, which must be sufficient to cast the spell in 
question and no higher than your own level. The 
base price of a potion is its spell level x its caster 
level x 50 gp. To brew a potion, you must use up raw 
materials costing one-half this base price.

When you create a potion, you make any 
choices that you would normally make when casting 

the spell. Whoever drinks the potion is the target of 
the spell.

Any potion that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the costs derived 
from the base price, you must expend the material 
component or pay the XP when creating the potion.

Brutal Hit [General, Fighter]
By Branson Maddocks

You have become skilled at inflicting more 
devastating wounds than normal.

Prerequisites: Str 13, Weapon Focus, 
Weapon Specialization, Greater Weapon Focus, 
Improved Critical.

Benefit: A character who takes this feat is 
able to increase the critical multiplier of a single 
weapon for which he already has taken improved 
critical, and weapon specialization by one factor (i.e. 
a weapon that does x2 on a critical hit, would instead 
do x3 on a successful critical hit). Feats and spells, 
which normally increase the threat range for critical 
hits do not increase the threat range for a brutal hit. 

Special: A fighter may select Brutal Hit as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5). This feat may be taken multiples times; each 
time this feat is taken however it must be for a new 
weapon for which the character meets the 
requirements.

Notes: A character that uses this feat must 
designate when the feat is in use at the beginning of 
a combat, before initiative is called.

Called Shot [General]
By James Sutherland

You can place your shot on your foe’s body.
Prerequisite: Sneak attack +3d6.
Benefit: When you successfully sneak attack 

someone you may choose to take a -2 circumstance 
penalty to your attack roll and to give up 3d6 sneak 
attack damage to inflict a penalty to use one chosen 
body part (one arm or leg, head, or body). If you 
inflict damage equal to the target’s Constitution 
score you cause a -2 circumstance penalty to all 
actions taken with that body part. This penalty lasts 
until the damage is healed. (See the DMG v.3.5 for 
information on damaging specific body parts.)

Special: A fighter may select Called Shot as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

A rogue can take Called Shot as a class 
Special Ability (min. 16th-level).



Camel Warrior [General, Regional]
You have been raised in a culture that values 

the endurance of camels in the burning desert.
Prerequisites: Native of Cathe, Dragon 

Sands, High Desert, Kesh Lands, Khemit, Phillistia, 
Triadora, or True Zakhara.

Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus on all 
Mounted Combat and Ride checks while riding a 
camel.

Child of the Shadow [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You were raised in the streets and back 
alleys of a darkened, urban city and have refined 
several talents and tricks valuable to survival in this 
neighborhood.

Prerequisites: Citizen of the City-state of 
Nikel or any other city-state with a dark history (i.e. 
Zafira).

Benefit: You know your home city’s black 
market quite well, and need not make checks to 
locate its outlets. Further, in other cities, you have a 
knack for rooting out the underground markets. You 
gain a +2 bonus on Diplomacy and Gather 
Information checks made to learn about a city’s 
black markets.

Growing up on the filthy streets has also 
gifted you with several tricks you can use to ensure 
survival. You gain a +2 bonus on Initiative checks in 
urban environments. You are also adept at fighting in 
confined areas, such as narrow city alleyways or 
crowded taprooms. Enemies cannot gain cover from 
you if they are in your reach; you can thus attack 
someone around a corner without penalty. A creature 
with total cover from you still receives all benefits of 
his cover.

Chug [General]
By Quip – modified for World of Kulan

You can drink down a stoppered container 
really fast.

Prerequisites: Dex 15, Dodge.
Benefit: You don’t suffer attacks of 

opportunity by drinking from potions, flasks, or 
similar container in combat.

City by City [General, Regional] 
By Branson Maddocks – modified for World of  
Kulan

Through years of observation you have 
gleaned an innate ability to judge the nature of a 
cities wards, or quarters as if you had lived there 
your whole life. 

Prerequisites: Character level 1st, Int 15, 
Knowledge (local) 1 rank.

Benefit: Characters who take this feat gain a 
+2 insight bonus to Bluff, Gather Information, and 
Sense Motive checks, or to any skill check made 
within the city to determine its quirks, dangers, or 
hidden locales.

Conceal Casting [Metamagic]
By James Sutherland

You can cast spells without others knowing 
where they came from.

Prerequisites: Silent Spell, Still Spell, Bluff 
skill.

Benefit: You can cast a spell with no 
somatic or verbal components. If you do, unless the 
spell has a visible manifestation, other creatures 
cannot tell you cast a spell, and it thus triggers no 
attack of opportunity and is not vulnerable to actions 
readied against you casting a spell. A spell with 
material components can only be concealed if you 
also have the Eschew Materials feat. A spell 
prepared with Conceal Casting takes up a slot two 
levels higher than normal.

Normal: Even a Silent, Still spell triggers 
attacks of opportunities and is vulnerable to actions 
readied against you casting a spell.

Coordinated Strike [General]
You and your animal companion or special 

mount can coordinate your melee attacks to gain an 
advantage in combat.

Prerequisites: Handle Animal 5 ranks, 
animal companion class feature or special mount 
class feature.

Benefit: During any round in which your 
animal companion or special mount makes a melee 
attack, you gain a +1 competence bonus on your 
attack rolls against the same target.

Cosmopolitan [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

Your exposure to the thousand forking paths 
of the city has taught you things you ordinarily 
would never have uncovered.

Prerequisites: Native of the City of 
Bluffside, Lands of Novarum, or the Old Sword 
Lands of the Imperium.

Benefit: Choose a nonexclusive skill you do 
not have as a class skill. You gain a +2 bonus on all 
checks with that skill, and that skill is always 
considered a class skill for you.



Special: You may take this feat multiple 
times. Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the 
feat, it applies to a new skill.

Courteous Magocracy [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You were raised in a land where mighty 
wizards order affairs. Where powerful spellcasters 
are common, cautious courtesy is the norm, and 
everyone has an eye for magic goods.

Prerequisites: Native of the Ara-Ragik City 
Alliance or the Kingdom of Izmer.

Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus on all 
Diplomacy and Spellcraft checks.

Craft Cane [Item Creation]
You can create magical canes, each of which 

has multiple magical effects, but are not as powerful 
as magical staves.

Prerequisite: Caster level 7th.
Benefit: You can create any cane whose 

prerequisites you meet.
Crafting a cane takes one day for each 1,000 

gp in its base price. To craft a cane, you must use up 
raw materials costing one-half of its base price. A 
newly created cane has 15 charges.

Some canes incur extra costs in material 
components or XP, as noted in their descriptions. 
These costs are in addition to those derived from the 
cane's base price.

Special: For a World of Kulan campaign, 
any staff that only includes spells of 3rd-level or 
lower for its creation is considered a cane. Such 
canes have their caster level requirements reduce by 
one-third (rounded down) and have any cost in 
charges increased by one.

Craft Extraordinary Item [Item Creation]
You can create a wide variety of magic items that are 
less powerful than wondrous items, such as a elixir  
of hiding or a hand of the mage.

Prerequisite: Caster level 3rd.
Benefit: You can create any extraordinary 

item whose prerequisites you meet. Enchanting an 
extraordinary item takes one day for each 1,000 gp 
in its price. To enchant an extraordinary item, you 
must use up raw materials costing half of this price.

You can also mend a broken extraordinary 
item if it is one that you could make. Doing so costs 
half the raw materials and half the time it would take 
to craft that item in the first place.

Some extraordinary items incur extra costs 
in material components or XP, as noted in their 

descriptions. These costs are in addition to those 
derived from the item’s base price. You must pay 
such a cost to create an item or to mend a broken 
one.

Special: For a World of Kulan campaign, 
any wondrous item listed on Table 7-27: Minor 
Wondrous Items (of the D&D DMG v.3.5 [pg. 
247]) is considered an extraordinary item instead of 
a wondrous item.

Wondrous items from other sources are 
considered extraordinary items if they have a Market 
Price of 7,400 gp or less.

Craft Greater Glyph Egg [Item Creation]
You can create a glyph egg containing spells 

of greater than 3rd-level.
Prerequisites: Caster level 9th, Craft Glyph 

Egg.
Benefit: You can craft a glyph egg of any 

spell that you know and that targets an area. 
Otherwise this feat works exactly like Craft Glyph 
Egg. (See page 150 of L&L Spells and Spellcraft by 
Fantasy Flight Games.)

Craft Greater Magic Arms and Armor [Item 
Creation]

You can create magic weapons, armor, and 
shields of greater power.

Prerequisite: Caster level 12th, Craft Lesser 
Magic Arms and Armor.

Benefit: You can create any magic weapon, 
armor, or shield with a total weapon bonus of +10 or 
less whose prerequisites you meet.  Enhancing a 
weapon, suit of armor, or shield takes one day for 
each 1,000 gp in the price of its magical features. To 
enhance a weapon, suit of armor, or shield, you must 
spend 1/25 of its features' total price in XP and use 
up raw materials costing one-half of this total price.

The weapon, armor, or shield to be enhanced 
must be a masterwork item that you provide. Its cost 
is not included in the above cost.

You can also mend a broken magic weapon, 
suit of armor, or shield if it is one that you could 
make. Doing so costs half the XP, half the raw 
materials, and half the time it would take to craft that 
item in the first place.

Craft Greater Rod [Item Creation]
You can create magical greater rods, each of 

which has varied magical effects.
Prerequisite: Caster level 15th, Craft Lesser 

Rod.



Benefit: You can create any greater rod 
whose prerequisites you meet. Crafting a greater rod 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. To 
craft a greater rod, you must spend 1/25 of its base 
price in XP and use up raw materials costing one-
half of its base price.

Some greater rods incur extra costs in 
material components or XP, as noted in their 
descriptions. These costs are in addition to those 
derived from the greater rod’s base price.

Craft Lesser Magic Arms and Armor [Item 
Creation]

You can create magic weapons, armor, and 
shields of lesser power.

Prerequisite: Caster level 3rd.
Benefit: You can create any magic weapon, 

armor, or shield with a total weapon bonus of +5 or 
less whose prerequisites you meet. Enhancing a 
weapon, suit of armor, or shield takes one day for 
each 1,000 gp in the price of its magical features. To 
enhance a weapon, suit of armor, or shield, you must 
use up raw materials costing one-half of this total 
price.

The weapon, armor, or shield to be enhanced 
must be a masterwork item that you provide. Its cost 
is not included in the above cost.

You can also mend a broken magic weapon, 
suit of armor, or shield if it is one that you could 
make. Doing so costs half the raw materials and half 
the time it would take to craft that item in the first 
place.

Craft Lesser Rod [Item Creation]
You can create magical lesser rods, each of 

which has varied magical effects, but are not as 
powerful as greater rods.

Prerequisite: Caster level 5th.
Benefit: You can create any lesser rod 

whose prerequisites you meet. Crafting a lesser rod 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. To 
craft a lesser rod, you must use up raw materials 
costing one-half of its base price.

Some lesser rods incur extra costs in 
material components or XP, as noted in their 
descriptions. These costs are in addition to those 
derived from the lesser rod’s base price.

Special: For a World of Kulan campaign, 
only the following rods from Table 7-19: Rods (of 
the D&D DMG v.3.5 [pg. 234]) are considered lesser 
rods: flame extinguishing, immovable, and metal and 
mineral detection. The status of other rods from 
other D&D sourcebooks will be determined on a 

case by case basis. Such lesser rods have their caster 
level requirements reduce by one-third and I reserve 
the right to rewrite the items description.

DM's Note: If a rod requires any spell of 
4th-level or higher or another feat for its creation 
then it is considered a greater rod. Thus, lesser 
metamagic rods are actually greater rods.

Craft Staff [Item Creation, Revised]
You can create magical staves, each of 

which has multiple magical effects.
Prerequisite: Caster level 18th, Craft Cane.
Benefit: You can create any staff whose 

prerequisites you meet.
Crafting a staff takes one day for each 1,000 

gp in its base price. To craft a staff, you must spend 
1/25 of its base price in XP and use up raw materials 
costing one-half of its base price. A newly created 
staff has 30 charges.

Some staves incur extra costs in material 
components or XP, as noted in their descriptions. 
These costs are in addition to those derived from the 
staff's base price.

Craft Virge [Item Creation]
You can create virges, each of which holds spells, 
but that are less powerful than wands.

Prerequisite: Caster level 5th.
Benefit: You can create a virge of any 3rd-

level or lower spell that you know. Crafting a virge 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. The 
base price of a virge is its caster level x the spell 
level x 750 gp. To craft a virge, you must use up raw 
materials costing one-half of this base price. A newly 
created virge has 15 charges.

Any virge that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the cost derived 
from the base price, you must expend fifteen copies 
of the material component or pay fifteen times the 
XP cost.

Craft Wand [Item Creation, Revised]
You can create wand, each of which holds spells.

Prerequisite: Caster level 15th, Craft Virge.
Benefit: You can create a wand of spells up 

to 9th-level that you know. Crafting a wand takes 
one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. The base 
price of a wand is its caster level x the spell level x 
1,500 gp. To craft a wand, you must spend 1/25 of 
this base price in XP and use up raw materials 
costing one-half of this base price. A newly created 



wand has 30 charges, except for 9th-level wands, 
which only have 15 charges each.

Any wand that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the cost derived 
from the base price, you must expend thirty copies of 
the material component or pay thirty times the XP 
cost, even for 9th-level wands.

Craft Wondrous Item [Item Creation, Revised]
You can create a wide variety of magic items, such 
as a cape of the mountebank or a iron flask.

Prerequisite: Caster level 12th, Craft 
Extraordinary Item.

Benefit: You can create any wondrous item 
whose prerequisites you meet. Enchanting an 
wondrous item takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its 
price. To enchant an wondrous item, you must spend 
1/25 of the item's price in XP and use up raw 
materials costing half of this price.

You can also mend a broken wondrous item 
if it is one that you could make. Doing so costs half 
the XP, half the raw materials, and half the time it 
would take to craft that item in the first place.

Some wondrous items incur extra costs in 
material components or XP, as noted in their 
descriptions. These costs are in addition to those 
derived from the item’s base price. You must pay 
such a cost to create an item or to mend a broken 
one.

Deadly Shot [General]
By James Sutherland

You can attempt difficult but more 
damaging ranged attacks.

Prerequisites: Dex 13, base attack bonus 
+3, Point Blank Shot

Benefit: You may subtract from you attack 
roll with ranged weapons a number up to your base 
attack to add half that to your damage. This bonus 
only applies within 30 feet.

Special: A fighter may select Deadly Shot as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Deep Reservoir [General]
By Jim Stenberg

You can give from your personal essence 
with fewer ill effects.

Benefit: Gain 750 experience points for 
each character level you currently possess. You gain 
an additional 750 XP whenever you advance a level 
through adventuring. These experience points cannot 

be used to advance character levels, but can be used 
for any other purpose; creating magic items, casting 
spells with XP components, and so on.

Dexterous Climb [General]
You are a climber who relies on agility 

rather than brute strength.
Benefit: You use your dexterity score rather 

than your strength score when making climb checks. 
You also get a +2 bonus to climb checks.  If your 
strength becomes higher than your dexterity, you can 
still choose to use it instead, retaining the +2 bonus. 
This bonus stacks with the Athletic feat.

Dispossessed [General, Regional]
By Branson Maddocks – modified for World of  
Kulan

You have lost your ancestral home through a 
natural tragedy, war, or some other catastrophe. 

Prerequisites: Any character from a land 
that has been destroyed (i.e. Caer Valora).

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Hide, 
Sleight of Hand, and Survival checks. In addition, 
you seem to have a sixth sense for oncoming 
disasters, whether natural or otherwise.

Whenever a character with this feat is within 
an area soon to be affected by war, a severe storm, or 
other similar disaster they gain a +4 insight bonus to 
any skills and/or saves required to survive the 
oncoming trials, as if they were aware of them 
beforehand.

Encore [General]
By James Sutherland

You are good at picking up a performance 
where you left off.

Prerequisites: Bardic Music ability, 
Perform 6 ranks.

Benefit: When performing bardic music you 
can stop and then resume a performance within a 
number of rounds equal to your Charisma bonus 
without it counting as a second use of your bardic 
music ability. You can use this ability a number of 
times per day equal to your Charisma bonus.

Ensorcelled Spell [Metamagic]
By Charles Wenzler Jr.

Spells you cast of the Charm or Compulsion 
type are harder to resist.

Prerequisites: Spell Focus (Enchantment).
Benefit: Any enchantment spell you cast 

that has the charm or compulsion type gives the 
creature affected a -5 penalty to overcome the spell’s 



saving throw. An ensorcelled spell uses up a spell 
slot one level higher than the spells actual level.

Ethically Flexible [General]
By Jim Stenberg

You ignore most law/chaos effects and 
restrictions.

Prerequisites: You cannot have the lawful 
or chaotic subtype.

Benefit: For the purpose of spells and 
effects you count as lawful, chaotic or ethically 
neutral, whichever is most favorable too you. You do 
not have an aura of law or chaos, even if you are a 
cleric or an outsider. The ethical component of your 
alignment, when magically discerned, is always 
neutral. 

Special: Ethically flexible characters who 
also have the Heretical feat may ignore ethical 
(law/chaos) prerequisites and class requirements 
without penalty.

Extra Domain [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You gain access to an extra domain.
Prerequisites: Wis 21, access to at least two 

domains; and see under Special.
Benefit: Choose one of your current 

domains. You may select another domain according 
to the same rules you selected that one. You gain 
access to its domain spells and granted power unless 
otherwise noted.

Special: You may take this feat only if it is 
specifically allowed by another rule (e.g. the 
description of a template, feat, or class ability). You 
may take this feat once only unless specified 
otherwise, by another rule.

DM’s Note: This feat replaces the Epic level 
Bonus Domain feat from D&D Complete Divine.

Fiendish Link [Vile]
By StreamOfTheSky [EN World SN]

Prerequisites: Wis 13
Benefit: You gain telepathy out to 15 feet, 

but you can only use this telepathy to communicate 
with other creatures with the Fiendish Link feat. You 
may use Fiendish Link to communicate with any 
creature that has Fiendish Link within 15 feet of a 
creature that you can communicate with. (Thus, you 
can communicate with a creature with this feat 25 
feet away as long as another creature with this feat is 
within 15 feet of both of you.)

Any Evil Outsider with telepathy may 
connect to the Fiendish Link as long as any part of 

his or her telepathy range overlaps with the range of 
someone with Fiendish Link. (So a Succubus with 
100 ft of telepathy could communicate with someone 
with this feat from 110 feet away, or further if 
someone was acting as a conduit.)

This is a Supernatural ability.

Feint and Strike [General]
By James Sutherland

When you fight with two weapons you are 
adept at distracting an enemy with one while striking 
with the other.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +3, Bluff 
skill, Two Weapon Fighting

Benefit: When you are using the full attack 
action and armed with two weapons you may choose 
to forfeit all your off-hand attacks and receives a +2 
attack bonus with your primary weapon’s first strike. 
This bonus replaces the normal penalties for fighting 
with two weapons.

Special: A fighter may select Feint and 
Strike as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, 
PHB v.3.5).

Final Strike [General]
By James Sutherland

You just don’t know when to quit.
Benefit: When you are downed in combat 

by being reduced to 0 or fewer hit points or through 
nonlethal damage, you may take a single attack of 
opportunity against the foe that dropped you if it is 
within reach.

Special: A fighter may select Final Strike as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Flurry of Steel [General]
By James Sutherland

You are trained in throwing knives, 
shuriken, darts and other small projectiles at great 
speed.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +6, Point 
Blank Shot, Rapid Shot

Benefit: When performing a full attack 
action with light thrown weapons of the same type 
against targets within a cone you may calculate your 
iterative attacks at -3 rather than -5, including both 
attack rolls and number of attacks. For example, if 
your base attack is +10, you throw light thrown 
weapons at +10/+7/+4/+1 rather than throwing at 
+10/+5.  You may use Rapid Shot at the same time 
as a Flurry of Steel.



Normal: Your iterative attacks are 
calculated at -5.

Special: A fighter may select Flurry of Steel 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Forester [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

The Great Forest stretches for hundreds of 
miles across Northern Harqual. You are 
knowledgeable about the secrets of the forest and 
wise in its ways.

Prerequisites: Native of the Lochlands, 
Kingdom of the Silver Leaves, or the Wild 
Treelands; or Forest Elf, Hunter Elf, or Silver Elf.

Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus on all Heal 
and Survival checks.

Forge Greater Ring [Item Creation]
You can create magical greater rings, which have 
varied magical effects.

Prerequisite: Caster level 18th, Forge 
Lesser Ring.

Benefit: You can create any greater ring 
whose prerequisites you meet. Crafting a greater ring 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. To 
craft a greater ring, you must spend 1/25 of its base 
price in XP and use up raw materials costing one-
half of its base price.

You can also mend a broken greater ring if it 
is one that you could make. Doing so costs half the 
XP, half the raw materials, and half the time it would 
take to forge that greater ring in the first place.

Some magical greater rings incur extra costs 
in material components or XP, as noted in their 
descriptions. You must pay such a cost to forge such 
a greater ring or to mend a broken one.

Forge Lesser Ring [Item Creation]
You can create magical lesser rings, which have 
varied magical effects, but are less powerful than 
greater rings.

Prerequisite: Caster level 7th.
Benefit: You can create any lesser ring 

whose prerequisites you meet. Crafting a lesser ring 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. To 
craft a lesser ring, you must use up raw materials 
costing one-half of its base price.

You can also mend a broken lesser ring if it 
is one that you could make. Doing so costs half the 
raw materials and half the time it would take to forge 
that lesser ring in the first place.

Some magical lesser rings incur extra costs 
in material components or XP, as noted in their 
descriptions. You must pay such a cost to forge such 
a lesser ring or to mend a broken one.

Special: For a World of Kulan campaign, 
any ring on Table 7-18: Rings (on pg. 231 of the 
D&D DMG v.3.5) that is only listed on the Minor or 
Medium columns is considered a lesser ring (i.e. 
mind shielding).

Got Your Back [General]
You are a keen opportunist, making 

opportunity of the opportunism of others.
Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +4, 

Combat Reflexes.
Benefit: Whenever an opponent that you 

threaten attempts an attack of opportunity against 
one of your allies, you may immediately make an 
attack of opportunity against that opponent. If your 
attack of opportunity would hit your opponent, you 
have the option of inflicting normal damage against 
the opponent or causing no damage but instead 
interrupting their attack of opportunity and 
preventing them from making their attack of 
opportunity against your ally.

Special: A fighter may select Got Your 
Back as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, 
D&D PHB v.3.5).

DM’s Note: This feat was created online 
with the input of various members of EN World 
including “gamecat”, “DarkKestral”, “Michael 
Silverbane”, “maggot”, “Hawken”, and myself.

Great Soul [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You do exceptionally well in situations that 
call for a strong life force. 

Prerequisites: Iron Will.
Benefit: When determining the effects of 

any ability that checks effective character level 
(ECL) or hit dice, you are treated as if you had 8 
racial hit dice. These hit dice do not add to your 
saves, BAB, maximum skill ranks or hit points, do 
not fulfill prerequisites, do not under any 
circumstances improve your class abilities or caster 
level, and do not affect the rate in which you gain 
experience, levels, or level dependent feats and 
ability score increases. They do improve your ability 
to resist spells like blasphemy, circle of death, 
cloudkill, or daze, and let you bear eight more 
negative levels without perishing. An effect that 
checks hit points (like power word kill) treats each of 
these virtual hit dice as adding 4 + Constitution 



modifier to your hit point total, but only to determine 
whether you are adversely affected by the effect; the 
results of a status spell, for example, would not be 
affected.

Greater Chug [General]
You can drink down a stoppered container 

really fast while on the move.
Prerequisites: Dex 17, Chug, Dodge, 
Lightning Reflexes.
Benefit: You drink from potions, flasks, or 

similar container in combat, as part of a move action. 
As with Chug, you do not provoke attacks of 
opportunity.

Greater Hide the Sword [General]
Your ability to entangle weapons has gotten 

much better and you are even able to disarm foes 
with your cloak.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Int 13, base attack 
bonus +8, Combat Expertise, Improved Hide the 
Sword, Hide the Sword, Improved Disarm, Weapon 
& Cloak Style.

Benefit: If you end up with your enemy’s 
arm entangled in your cloak when using Improved 
Hide the Sword, you can automatically Damage 
Your Opponent (as under Grapple in the PHB v.3.5, 
page 156) without you being considered grappled or 
needing to make an opposed grapple check.

Special: A fighter may select Greater Hide 
the Sword as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, PHB v.3.5).

Greater Multiweapon Defense [General]
Prerequisites: Dex 19, Improved Two-

Weapon Defense, Multiweapon Defense, 
Multiweapon Fighting, three or more hands, base 
attack bonus +11.

Benefit: When wielding two or more 
weapons (not including natural weapons), you gain a 
+2 shield bonus to your AC for each addition 
weapon after the primary weapon. Thus, a character 
wielding three weapons would have a total shield 
bonus of +4. This bonus cannot exceed the 
character's Dexterity Modifier. Thus, a multi-armed 
character with a Dexterity of 19 cannot have a shield 
bonus higher than +4.

When you are fighting defensively or using 
the total defense action, this shield bonus increases 
to +4 for each additional weapon after the primary. 
Thus, the same character as above would have a total 
shield bonus of +8 when fighting defensively. This 
bonus cannot exceed twice the character's Dexterity 

Modifier. Thus, a multi-armed character with a 
Dexterity of 19 cannot have a shield bonus higher 
than +8 when fighting defensively.

Special: This feat replaces the Greater Two-
Weapon Defense feat (D&D Complete Warrior) for 
creatures with more than two arms.

A fighter may select Greater Multiweapon 
Defense as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, PHB v.3.5).

Greater Multiweapon Fighting [General]
Prerequisites: Dex 19, Improved 

Multiweapon Fighting, Multiweapon Fighting, base 
attack bonus +11.

Benefit: In addition to the standard single 
extra attack the character gets with his offhand 
weapons, he gains a second attack with each offhand 
weapon, though at a -5 penalty.

Normal: See Two-Weapon Fighting, page 
160 of the Player’s Handbook v.3.5.

Special: A fighter may select Greater 
Multiweapon Fighting as one of his fighter bonus 
feats (see page 38, D&D PHB v.3.5).

Grim Speed [General]
By James Sutherland

When you battle your favored enemies you 
move more quickly than normal.

Prerequisites: Favored enemy +2
Benefit: When in melee combat or closing 

to melee combat with your favored enemies, your 
speed increases by 5 ft. while fighting against them 
(treat this as a morale bonus). You must know you 
are facing one of your favored enemies to gain this 
bonus.

Heart of Gold [Exalted]
By Charles Wenzler Jr.

You practically radiate your inherent 
goodness.

Prerequisites: Sacred Vow.
Benefit: You gain +4 bonus on all 

Diplomacy checks. This stacks with all other 
bonuses to Diplomacy checks.

Heretical [General]
By Jim Stenberg

The character's actions reflect either a 
profound but unusual personal philosophy, or a 
talent for hypocrisy.

Benefit: The character chooses a target 
alignment (which may be the same as the character’s 
actual alignment) and either the moral (good/evil) or 



ethical (law/chaos) axis. The character gains a +2 
morale bonus to Charisma and Wisdom-based skill 
checks when interacting with creatures of the target 
alignment. Furthermore, the character’s alignment 
and actions count as being one step closer to the 
target alignment along the chosen axis. For example, 
a heretical cleric might choose lawful good as the 
target alignment along the ethical axis. Although the 
cleric’s true alignment might be chaotic good, the 
character will count as neutral good as far as a lawful 
good divine patron is concerned.

Creator's Note: If a character has the 
Heretical feat, the target alignment and the 
morals/ethics axis should be noted in parentheses. 
For a neutral good paladin the feat would be 
annotated “Heretical (lawful good ethics)” This 
indicates the primary benefit of the feat (the 
character counts as one step closer to lawful good on 
the law/chaos axis).

Sidebar: Heretical Characters: What the Hell?
Characters who are lawful neutral or neutral good 
sometimes take this feat to become paladins. They 
may be less than perfectly good or lawful 
(respectively) without losing their paladin abilities. 
Heretical outsiders with this feat can act atypically 
while retaining their subtype and alignment based 
abilities. Magical effects do not reveal or act on a 
heretical character’s true alignment, only the 
alignment as modified by this feat.

Note that this feat allows evil clerics of 
good deities to still cast spells, and not detect as 
evil. It also allows fiends to behave out of 
character.

A lawful good character could choose the 
Heretical (lawful good ethics) feat because of the 
benefit it provides when dealing with like-minded 
folk. However, possessing this feat makes it easier 
for characters to slide away from their target 
alignment. Consider how lawful neutral (or even 
lawful evil) characters in a predominantly lawful 
good organization could take the heretical (lawful 
good morality) in order to facilitate social 
interaction with lawful good types.

The +2 to Wisdom and Charisma-based 
skill checks would bring quick advancement in 
most bureaucracies, and the tenor of the 
organization could easily switch to lawful neutral. 
In theory, this shift could be counterbalanced by 
Heretical (lawful good ethics) types, but neutral 
good or chaotic good characters are not attracted to 

bureaucracies the way that lawful neutral or lawful 
evil characters are.

Hide the Sword [General]
By James Sutherland

You can use your cloak to entangle an 
enemy’s weapon.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Int 13, Combat 
Expertise, Weapon & Cloak Style.

Benefit: If you are using Weapon & Cloak 
style and an enemy misses you due to your miss 
chance from it, you may make a free disarm attempt 
against them with your cloak without provoking an 
attack of opportunity. Treat your cloak as a two-
handed weapon for purposes of this disarm check.

Special: A fighter may select Hide the 
Sword as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, 
PHB v.3.5).

Hill Fighter [General]
By James Sutherland

You are skilled at attacking from higher 
ground.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +2.
Benefit: When fighting from higher ground 

you get a +2 circumstance bonus to hit with melee 
attacks and a +1 with ranged attacks.

Normal: You gain only a +1 circumstance 
bonus to melee attacks with a melee weapon for 
higher ground.

Special: A fighter may select Hill Fighter as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Horse Nomad [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You have been raised in a culture that relies 
upon riding and shooting for survival.

Prerequisites: Native of Hather, Kesh 
Lands, Magulia, Phillistia, Sogukol, Szulolia, or 
Thundra.

Benefit: You receive Martial Weapon 
Proficiency (composite shortbow) and a +2 bonus on 
all Ride checks while on horseback.

Ice Hearing [General]
Modified for the World of Kulan

The sounds of ice are as natural to you as the 
call of birds.

Prerequisites: Wis 13, cold-subtype.
Benefit: With a successful Listen check (DC 

20) you may hear the sounds of anyone in contact 



with s certain body of ice, within one mile. This is a 
Supernatural ability.

Improved Dodge [General]
You are good at dodging all attacks.
Prerequisite: Dex 13, Dodge.
Benefit: You receive a +1 dodge bonus to 

your Armor Class against all melee and missile 
attacks.  A condition that would make you lose your 
Dexterity bonus to Armor Class (if any) also makes 
you lose dodge bonuses. Also, dodge bonuses stack 
with each other, unlike most other types of bonuses.

Special: A fighter may select Improved 
Hide the Sword as one of his fighter bonus feats (see 
page 38, PHB v.3.5).

Improved Hide the Sword [General]
By James Sutherland

Your ability to entangle weapons has gotten 
much better and you are even able to disarm foes 
with your cloak.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Int 13, base attack 
bonus +4, Combat Expertise, Hide the Sword, 
Improved Disarm, Weapon & Cloak Style.

Benefit: If you win your disarm check when 
attempting to Hide the Sword, you end up with your 
enemy’s weapon in hand (as if you’d disarmed them 
with an unarmed strike). In the event that you beat 
your enemy at this opposed disarm check, you may 
also make an opposed grapple check with your 
opponent (without suffering an attack of 
opportunity) to entangle his arm in your cloak. This 
effectively gives you a Hold on your enemy (as 
under Grapple in the PHB v.3.5, page 156) without 
you being considered grappled.

Special: A fighter may select Improved 
Hide the Sword as one of his fighter bonus feats (see 
page 38, PHB v.3.5).

Improved Multiweapon Defense [General]
Prerequisites: Dex 17, Multiweapon 

Defense, Multiweapon Fighting, three or more 
hands, base attack bonus +6.

Benefit: When wielding two or more 
weapons (not including natural weapons), you gain a 
+1 shield bonus to your AC for each addition 
weapon after the primary weapon. Thus, a character 
wielding three weapons would have a total shield 
bonus of +2. This bonus cannot exceed the 
character's Dexterity Modifier. Thus, a multi-armed 
character with a Dexterity of 17 cannot have a shield 
bonus higher than +3.

When you are fighting defensively or using 
the total defense action, this shield bonus increases 
to +2 for each additional weapon after the primary. 
Thus, the same character as above would have a total 
shield bonus of +4 when fighting defensively. This 
bonus cannot exceed twice the character's Dexterity 
Modifier. Thus, a multi-armed character with a 
Dexterity of 17 cannot have a shield bonus higher 
than +6 when fighting defensively.

Special: This feat replaces the Improved 
Two-Weapon Defense feat (D&D Complete  
Warrior) for creatures with more than two arms.

A fighter may select Improved Multiweapon 
Defense as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, D&D PHB v.3.5).

Improved Multiweapon Fighting [General]
Updated to v.3.5 by Robert Blezard

Prerequisites: Dex 17, Multiweapon 
Fighting, three or more hands, base attack bonus +6.

Benefit: The character's penalties for 
fighting with multiple weapons are reduced by 2 
with both primary hand and off hands.

Normal: See Two-Weapon Fighting, page 
160 of the Player’s Handbook v.3.5.

Special: The effects of Improved 
Multiweapon Fighting stack with Multiweapon 
Fighting. Thus, a character's penalties are reduced by 
4 with the primary hand and by 8 with off hands with 
both feats combined.

A fighter may select Improved Multiweapon 
Fighting as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, D&D PHB v.3.5).

Improved Shield Use [General]
By James Sutherland

You are especially adept with your shield. 
Prerequisites: Shield proficiency.
Benefit: When you use a light or heavy 

shield in combat, its shield bonus increases by +1 as 
long as you are not flat-footed.

Special: A fighter may select Improved 
Shield Use as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, PHB v.3.5).

Improved Tandem Fighting [General]
By James Sutherland

Your combat teamwork makes you and your 
allies extraordinarily deadly.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +9, Bluff 
skill, Combat Reflexes, Dual Strike *, Tandem 
Fighting.



Benefit: If you and an ally with the Tandem 
Fighting feat flank an enemy, each round, then you 
may feint in combat in order to deny your foe his 
Dexterity bonus against both your next attack and 
your ally's next attack.

Special: A fighter may select Improved 
Tandem Fighting as one of his fighter bonus feats 
(see page 38, PHB v.3.5). *See page 108 in 
Complete Adventurer for this feat.

Impslayer [General, Monstrous]
By James Jacobs
Many of Korvosa's nobles decorate their roofs with 
tiny amounts of precious metals, among them silver-
lined weather vanes, shingles, and gutters designed 
to catch the sunlight to give their homes a distinctive 
sparkle in the sunlight. By spending years 
sharpening stings and teeth against these silver-
enhanced decorations, or sneaking drinks of holy 
water from outdoor fonts at various temples, some 
pseudodragons have effectively transformed 
themselves into deadly weapons against the city's 
imps.

Prerequisites: Pseudodragon.
Benefit: Your natural weapons bypass an 

imp's damage reduction. In addition, your great skill 
at fighting imps allows you to apply your Dexterity 
modifier to damage done with natural weapons 
rather than your Strength modifier, as your blows are 
delivered with great precision rather than force.

Special: Pseudodragons born and raised in 
Korvosa's Shingles gain this feat as a bonus feat.

Insight into the Green [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You “see” nature beyond the mundane.
Prerequisites: Wis 13, familiar and animal 

companion as class abilities. (You do not need to 
actually have a familiar or an animal companion, just 
as long as these abilities are class features.)

Benefit: Your class levels stack (to a 
maximum of your character level) for the purpose of 
determining the familiar, animal companion and (if 
you have it) wild shape class abilities. Only count 
class levels that improve the familiar and animal 
companion class features.

Inspire Fear [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Your bardic music can frighten and disturb.
Prerequisites: Cha 15, Bardic Music ability, 

Perform 7 ranks.

Benefit: As a form of bardic music you can 
inspire fear in all creatures within 5 feet times your 
Perform check. All creatures gain Will saves (DC13 
+ your Charisma bonus) to negate the effect. Those 
failing are shaken and suffer a -2 morale penalty to 
attacks, saves and checks. Allies get a +2 
circumstance bonus on this save and are totally 
unaffected if under the influence of your inspire 
confidence ability. Using this feat is a Supernatural, 
mind-affecting fear ability.

Intuitive Artificer [Item Creation]
By Josh Fishman – modified for World of Kulan

You have an intuitive sense when it comes 
to using and recharging magic items.

Prerequisites: Bard or sorcerer level 1st

Benefit: You gain Use Magic Device as a 
class skill. Bards who take this feat gain a +2 insight 
bonus to Use Magic Device, instead.

Additionally, you can recharge any charged 
item (typically a staff or wand) by paying the 
appropriate time, XP and gp costs, even if you would 
not normally be able to craft the item (due to spell 
knowledge, or even due to spells not appearing on 
your spell list).

This feat does not allow you to create new 
wands or staves.

Knack for Magic [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

Magic is not that mysterious to you, and its 
gifts have made your life a little easier.

Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on Spellcraft 
skill checks. In addition, you have an innate talent 
for magic, granting you the following spell-like 
abilities as a 1st-level caster: 1/day — detect magic, 
light, and prestidigitation.

Land on your Feet [General]
By Branson Maddocks – modified for World of  
Kulan

You always manage to land on your feet, no 
matter how far the fall.

Prerequisites: Dex 15, Jump 8 ranks, or 
Tumble 8 ranks; or Dex 15, cat race (i.e. rakasta).

Benefit: Whenever you take damage, from 
falling a distance of anything over 30 feet, you 
instead automatically take only half damage. On a 
successful Reflex save (DC equal to 10 + 2 for every 
10 ft. of distance you fall), you take no damage for a 
fall under 30 feet in height.

Linguist [General]



By James Sutherland
You have a natural talent for languages.
Benefit: Speak Language is a class skill for 

you. In addition, you learn one language for free 
upon taking this feat.

Lion Warrior [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You have learned how to pounce on your 
foes, like the lion that roams your lands.

Prerequisites: Rakasta, member of the pride 
native to the Lione Savanna.

Benefit: You may make a full attack with a 
single light weapon as part of a charge action. If you 
have light weapons in both hands, you may instead 
strike with each weapon once, using the normal rules 
for fighting with two weapons.

Normal: Characters without this feat may 
make only one attack as part of a charge action.

Lockstep [General]
By James Sutherland

You can move with your enemies to keep 
them threatened.

Benefit: When an enemy you threaten takes 
a 5 ft. step you can immediately take a 5 ft. step with 
it (in the same direction). Lockstep does not allow 
you to take a 5 ft. step in a round in which you have 
already done so.

Special: A fighter may select Lockstep as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Mass Spell [Metamagic]
By James Sutherland

You can cast a spell that normally targets 
one creature and give it multiple targets instead.

Prerequisites: Any metamagic feat.
Benefit: A mass spell affects one creature 

per level; all must be within 30’ of each other. Only 
spells that normally target one creature can be 
metamagicked into mass spells. This feat does not 
change the spell’s range, so if it has a range of touch 
there is a limit to how many creatures can be 
affected at one time. Also note that it cannot be used 
on spells with a range of Personal. A mass spell 
takes up a slot four levels higher than normal.

Mature Beyond Your Years [General]
You are more mature than others of your 

age.
Prerequisites: Int 13, Iron Will.

Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to 
Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma, but also suffer 
a -1 penalty to Strength, Dexterity, and Charisma. 
Also, by sacrificing the physical world for the mental 
world, you gain a +1 insight bonus towards all 
Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma-based skill 
checks.

Special: Any character that takes this feat 
doesn’t suffer the effects of Middle Age on Table 6-
5: Aging Effects when their age matches their race’s 
listed age (i.e. 35 years for a human).

Melee Expert [General]
By Vrecknidj

You have mastered the art of melee combat.
Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +16.
Benefit: As a full-attack action, instead of 

taking your normal routine of four attacks, each at an 
iterative -5 penalty, you may make two attacks, each 
with no iterative penalty. (For example, instead of 
four attacks at +17/+12/+7/+2 you can make two 
attacks at +17/+17.)

You cannot combine this with flurry of 
blows if you have that ability. If you attack with two 
or more weapons, you can only use this ability on a 
weapon that gets at least four attacks in a round. (For 
example, if you are an epic character and manage to 
get four attacks with each of your two hands, then 
you could use Melee Expert and make two attacks 
with each hand, each at the highest bonus--the -2 to 
each hand's attacks for attacking with two weapons 
will still apply).

Special: A fighter may select Melee Expert 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Merchant’s Tongue [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

Growing up around merchants made you 
glib and gave you a keen eye for value.

Benefit: You have already made quite a bit 
of money, and have a knack for making more. If you 
take this feat at 1st level, you gain a one-time bonus 
of 300 gp to your starting cash. In addition, 
whenever you sell an object, you can make an 
opposed Diplomacy check to automatically sell an 
object for 5% over its asking price.

Morally Flexible [General]
"One cannot live fully in the light by denying the  
darkness, but only by transcending it."
By Jim Stenberg



You ignore most good/evil effects and 
restrictions.

Prerequisites: Access to Good and Evil 
domains, cannot have the good or evil subtype.

Benefit: For the purpose of spells and 
effects you count as good, evil or morally neutral, 
whichever is most favorable too you. When you turn 
undead, you may choose to rebuke undead instead, 
and vice versa. When you spontaneously cast a cure 
spell, you may cast an inflict spell instead, and vice 
versa. You do not have an aura of good or evil, even 
if you are a cleric or an outsider. The moral 
component of your alignment, when magically 
discerned, is always neutral.

Special: Morally flexible characters who 
also have the Heretical feat may ignore moral 
(good/evil) prerequisites and class requirements 
without penalty.

Multidexterity [General]
Updated and modified for v.3.5 by Robert Blezard

The character is adept at using all his hands 
in combat.

Prerequisites: Dex 15, three or more hands.
Benefit: Penalties for fighting with multiple 

weapons are reduced by 2. The character is neither 
left-handed nor right-handed. This feat effectively 
eliminates the need for the off-hand weapons to be 
light. Weapons wielded in the off-hands still add 
only half the character's Strength bonus to damage.

Normal: Without this feat, a character takes 
a -6 penalty on attacks made with its primary hand 
and a -10 penalty made with its off-hands. (It has one 
primary hand, and all the others are off-hand.) See 
Two-Weapon Fighting, page 160 of the Player’s  
Handbook v.3.5.

Special: This feat helps offset the penalty 
for fighting with multiple weapons. A fighter may 
select Multidexterity as one of his fighter bonus feats 
(see page 38, D&D PHB v.3.5).

Multiweapon Defense [General]
Prerequisites: Dex 15, Multiweapon 

Fighting, three or more hands.
Benefit: When wielding two or more 

weapons (not including natural weapons), you gain a 
+1 shield bonus to your AC. This bonus cannot 
exceed the character's Dexterity Modifier. Thus, a 
multi-armed character with a Dexterity of 15 cannot 
have a shield bonus higher than +2.

When you are fighting defensively or using 
the total defense action, this shield bonus increases 
to +2. This bonus cannot exceed twice the character's 

Dexterity Modifier. Thus, a multi-armed character 
with a Dexterity of 15 cannot have a shield bonus 
higher than +4 when fighting defensively.

Special: This feat replaces the Two-Weapon 
Defense feat for creatures with more than two arms.

A fighter may select Multiweapon Defense 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, D&D  
PHB v.3.5).

Multiweapon Fighting [General]
Listed for Completeness

Prerequisites: Dex 13, three or more hands.
Benefit: Penalties for fighting with multiple 

weapons are reduced by 2 with the primary hand and 
reduced by 6 with off hands.

Normal: A creature without this feat takes a 
-6 penalty on attacks made with its primary hand and 
a -10 penalty on attacks made with its off hands. (It 
has one primary hand, and all the others are off 
hands.) See Two-Weapon Fighting, page 160 of the 
Player’s Handbook v.3.5.

Special: This feat replaces the Two-Weapon 
Fighting feat for creatures with more than two arms.

A fighter may select Multiweapon Fighting 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, D&D  
PHB v.3.5).

Mystic Insight [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You have a special understanding of 
mysticism.

Prerequisites: Int 13, Wis 13, Cha 13, 
turn/rebuke undead and familiar as class abilities. 
(You do not need to be able to turn or rebuke undead 
or actually have a familiar, just as long as these 
abilities are class features.)

Benefit: Your class levels stack (to a 
maximum of your character level) for the purpose of 
determining the turn/rebuke undead and familiar 
class abilities. Only count class levels that improve 
the turn/rebuke undead and familiar class features.

Old Before Your Time [General]
You eyes show an inherent insight and 

acumen, for your age.
Prerequisites: Int 15, Iron Will, Mature 

Beyond Your Years.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to 

Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma, but also suffer 
a -2 penalty to Strength, Dexterity, and Charisma. 
Also, by sacrificing the physical world for the mental 
world, you gain a +3 insight bonus towards all 
Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma-based skill 



checks. This bonus doesn’t stack with the insight 
bonus gained through Mature beyond your Years.

Special: Any character that takes this feat 
doesn’t suffer the effects of Old Age on Table 6-5: 
Aging Effects when their age matches their race’s 
listed age (i.e. 53 years for a human).

Piety [Exalted]
By StreamOfTheSky [EN World SN]

Prerequisites: Wis 15
Benefit: You can use your Wisdom modifier 

to qualify for other exalted feats, in place of your 
Charisma modifier.

Power Attack [General, Variant]
By airwalkrr [EN World SN]

Prerequisite: Str 13.
Benefit: When making a melee attack on 

your turn, you can take a penalty of -5 on your attack 
roll and double the damage dice of the weapon you 
are using. The use of this feat does not double 
damage from any other source – such as the 
character’s Strength modifier, or the bonus damage 
from an energy weapon.

If you have the ability to make more than 
one attack per round, you may choose to use this feat 
for only one attack, some of the attacks, or all the 
attacks, but you must declare whether you are using 
it before you make each attack roll.

You cannot use this feat when taking attacks 
of opportunity.

Special: The bonus damage dice from 
Power Attack are not multiplied on a critical hit. If 
you score a critical hit while using this feat, calculate 
the damage normally, then roll the extra dice granted 
by Power Attack and add it to the total.

A fighter may select Power Attack as one of 
his fighter bonus feats (see page 38; D&D PHB 
v.3.5).

Powerful Voice [General]
By James Sutherland

Your voice is powerful and carries much 
better than most.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Bardic Music ability, 
Perform 6 ranks, True Tone.

Benefit: Your bardic music works at double 
the normal range.

Quick-Sheath [General]
By James Sutherland

You can sheath a weapon in the blink of an 
eye.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +3, Quick 
Draw.

Benefit: You can sheath a weapon as a free 
action. Doing so does not provoke attacks of 
opportunity.

Normal: Sheathing a weapon is a move-
equivalent action that provokes attacks of 
opportunity.

Special: A fighter may select Quick-Sheath 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Quick Strike [General]
By James Sutherland
You know how to initiate battle with astonishing 
speed.

Prerequisites: Improved Initiative, Quick 
Draw.

Benefit: In the first round of combat, in 
which you can act, your initiative is treated just as if 
you had rolled a 20. Roll normally the second round.

Special: A fighter may select Quick Strike 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Raised in the Light [General, Regional]
By James Sutherland – modified for World of Kulan

You were raised in a devout home dedicated 
to Jalivier.

Prerequisites: 1st level, native of the 
Kingdom of Navirosov.

Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus to all 
Knowledge (religion) checks and a +2 divine bonus 
on Will saves against compulsions.

Rally the Dying [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

You can stabilize the dying with your bardic 
music.

Prerequisites: Bardic Music ability, 
Perform (6 ranks)

Benefit: You can stabilize the dying and stir 
them to consciousness. Thus, even at -9 hit points, an 
ally could act as though merely disabled (0 hit 
points). This effect works only once per ally, per 
song; in other words, if a rallied ally again falls 
unconscious, he cannot be rallied again unless the 
bard begins a new song. This counts as one use of 
bardic music for the day.

Ranged Sneak Attack [General]
Your sharp eyes allow you to sneak attack at 

a distance.



Benefit: A character who has the Sneak 
Attack ability can now sneak attack from up to 45 
feet away. A character without this feat can only 
sneak attack from up to 30 feet away.

Reconciliation of Religion [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You have settled the dogmatic differences of 
your faiths.

Prerequisites: Wis 15, Knowledge 
(religion) 4 ranks, turn/rebuke undead and animal 
companion as class abilities. (You do not need to be 
able to turn or rebuke undead or actually have an 
animal companion, just as long as these abilities are 
class features.)

Benefit: Your class levels stack (to a 
maximum of your character level) for the purposes 
of the turn/rebuke undead, animal companion and (if 
you possess it) wild shape class abilities. Only count 
class levels that improve the turn/rebuke undead and 
animal companion class features.

Reduce Level Adjustment [Metagame]
You are exceptional for a creature of your 

kind.
Prerequisites: Two ability scores of 18, 

character level 6th, must have a level adjustment of 
+2 or higher, XP cost (see below).

Benefit: Your character's level adjustment is 
considered to be 1 less than normal. This reduces the 
character's total effective character level (ECL) by 
one for the purpose of all game rule benefits and 
restrictions.

The character must pay an amount of XP 
equal to (his current ECL – 1) x 1000, as per the 
rules given in D&D Unearthed Arcana (pgs. 18-19). 
This amount is immediately deducted from the 
character's XP total. The deduction should reduce the 
character's effective character level (ECL) by 1. (If 
this deduction would not reduce the character's ECL 
by 1, the character's XP total is set at the maximum 
of the level below his current ECL instead.)

This XP cost can't be reversed in any way, 
and the payment must be voluntary on the part of the 
character. The payment must be made immediately 
upon the selection of this feat.

You cannot use this feat with Monster 
Classes.

Normal: You must apply a character's entire 
level adjustment to determine its total effective 
character level (ECL).

Special: You can take this feat more than 
once. Each time it is selected, your' character's level 

adjustment is reduced by 1. You can never reduce 
your character's level adjustment to less than one-
half of its original number (rounded down).

For example, if the character is a 
doppelganger (LA +4), then its level adjustment can 
only be reduced to a minimum of +2, by selecting 
the feat twice. A bralani eladrid (LA +5) character 
could also be reduced to +2 (rounded down from 
2.5), but it would have to take the feat 3 times.

Reduce Spell [Metamagic]
By James Sutherland

You can cast area spells that are smaller than 
normal.

Benefit: The size of your area spells is 
reduced by half. A reduced spell takes up a slot one 
level higher than normal.

Resilience [General]
By James Sutherland

You are extremely resistant to attacks.
Prerequisites: Great Fortitude, Iron Will, 

Lightning Reflexes, Toughness
Benefit: You gain +1 to all saves, a +1 

natural armor bonus and 5 hp.

Riposte [General]
By James Sutherland

You are skilled at deflecting blows and 
quick counterattack.

Prerequisites: Int 13, Combat Expertise, 
Weapon Finesse.

Benefit: When you are wielding a finessed 
weapon and a melee attack misses you because of 
your expertise bonus, you may take an immediate 
attack of opportunity on the attacker.

Special: A fighter may select Riposte as one 
of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, D&D PHB 
v.3.5).

Safeguard Spell [Metamagic]
By James Sutherland

You can stand unscathed in the area of your 
own spells.

Benefit: A safeguarded spell inflicts no 
damage on you and you are always considered to 
make your saving throw. A safeguarded spell takes 
up a slot three levels higher than normal.

Scribe Roll [Item Creation]
You can create magical rolls, from which 

you or another spellcaster can cast the scribed spells.
Prerequisite: Caster level 1st.



Benefit: You can create a roll of any 3rd-
level or lower spell that you know. Scribing a roll 
takes one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. The 
base price of a roll is its spell level x its caster level x 
25 gp. To scribe a roll, you must use up raw 
materials costing one-half of this base price.

Any roll that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the costs derived 
from the base price, you must expend the material 
component or pay the XP when scribing the roll.

Special: For a World of Kulan campaign, 
wizards gain Scribe Roll instead of Scribe Scroll at 
1st-level.

Scribe Scroll [Item Creation, Revised]
You can create magical scrolls that are more 

powerful than rolls.
Prerequisite: Caster level 9th, Scribe Roll.
Benefit: You can create a scroll of spells up 

to 9th-level that you know. Scribing a scroll takes 
one day for each 1,000 gp in its base price. The base 
price of a scroll is its spell level x its caster level x 
50 gp. To scribe a scroll, you must spend 1/25 of this 
base price in XP and use up raw materials costing 
one-half of this base price.

Any scroll that stores a spell with a costly 
material component or an XP cost also carries a 
commensurate cost. In addition to the costs derived 
from the base price, you must expend the material 
component or pay the XP when scribing the scroll.

Sea in the Veins [General, Regional]
You were raised to respect and learn from 

the sea, being descended from an aquatic race.
Prerequisites: 1st level, native of the City of 

Freeport or the Islands of Merria; or 1st level, Xanth.
Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus on all 

Profession (sailor) checks, as well as a +2 bonus to 
Fortitude saves when at sea.

Sectarian [General]
"Not all truths are unequal."
By Jim Stenberg

You have unusual insights into your religion.
Prerequisites: Knowledge (religion) 4 

ranks.
Benefit: You meet the special prerequisite 

for the Extra Domain feat. Furthermore, you may 
select the extra domain from any of the domains 
available in your game world. You may even have 
opposed alignment domains, but only if your 
alignment is neutral between them. If you choose a 

domain that is opposed to one that is normally 
offered by your deity (e.g. you worship a fire deity 
and choose the Water domain) you must already 
have the other domain.

Seductive [General]
By James Sutherland

You are attractive to those of similar race 
and opposite gender.

Prerequisites: Cha 13.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Bluff, 

Diplomacy, and Perform checks against members of 
your race and the appropriate sexual orientation. 
Against members of the appropriate sexual 
orientation of races with which you can interbreed 
you get a +1 bonus to Bluff, Diplomacy, and 
Perform checks. 

See the Music [General]
Prerequisites: Cha 13, Bardic Music ability, 

must have blindsight but not have normal sight.
Benefit: When the character performs any 

bardic music abilities, you gain the ability to see as if 
you had normal vision at the same range as your 
blindsight ability.

Seize Opportunity [General]
By James Sutherland

Prerequisites: Combat Reflexes, Lockstep.
Benefit: You are able to seize opportunities 

to attack foes that other can’t. You must make a 
Reflex save to seize some opportunities, while other 
methods of avoiding attacks of opportunity become 
more dangerous around you. The DC of various 
opportunities is determined as follows:

- Adjustment (5 ft. step): DC 5
- Tumbling opponent: Tumble check 

DC increases by +10.
- Spring Attack: DC 10
- Opponent combat casting: 

Concentration Check DC increases by +10.
If your Reflex save fails it still counts as 

using one of your attacks of opportunity for the 
round. You may only attempt to seize one 
opportunity per round.

Special: A fighter may select Seize 
Opportunity as one of his fighter bonus feats (see 
page 38, PHB v.3.5).

Self-Incarnation [General]
By Jim Stenberg

Although you may be of a different race, 
class or gender, a former character lives on in you.



Prerequisites: Effective character level 6; 
see under Special.

Benefit: You have the memories of a 
character who died at least a day earlier. That 
character's soul must be free to return; if a raise dead 
could not return that character to life, this feat may 
not be taken. Your ECL is the same as that 
character's would be after being raised. Your new 
character appears magically nearby, or in a suitable 
place chosen by the DM. If your ECL is at least 14 
then replace references to raise dead with true 
resurrection. You gain a +2 bonus to saving throws 
versus Death effects.

Special: This feat may only be taken at 
character creation.

Shrug it Off {General]
By James Sutherland

You can shrug off a fantastic amount of 
punishment for short periods.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +12, Great 
Fortitude

Benefit: Once per day per point of con 
bonus, as an immediate action you may invoke your 
mastery of yourself in order to gain damage 
reduction for one round. This DR’s value is equal to 
your con bonus, and it stacks with all other DR. This 
DR cannot be overcome (it is DR x/-, where x is 
your con bonus), but it only applies against attacks 
you are aware of.  

Special: A fighter may select Shrug it Off as 
one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Snake Blood [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

The blood of Ancient Valossa runs in your 
veins. No outward signs give away your heritage, but 
you are something more – or less – than entirely 
human.

Prerequisites: 1st-level, native of the Isles of 
Valossa.

Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on Fortitude 
saving throws against poison and a +1 bonus on all 
Reflex saving throws.

Soldiers' March [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Your music can inspire your allies and 
yourself to move further and faster on the road.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Bardic Music ability, 
Perform 6 ranks.

Benefits: You can use your bardic music to 
encourage quick travel, allowing your group to 
hustle for up to your Charisma bonus in hours per 
day. You can also give a +2 morale bonus to 
Constitution checks for forced marches. Soldiers' 
March counts as one use of your bardic music ability 
for every two hours of use. This is a supernatural 
sonic mind-affecting ability.

Song of Sorcery [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Prerequisites: Bardic Music ability, 
Perform (6 ranks), Spellcraft (6 ranks)

Benefit: A bard can use this ability like a 
Metamagic feat, increasing the casting time as 
normal for a spontaneous caster using a Metamagic 
feat. He must make a Spellcraft check against a DC 
of 15 + Spell level (taking 10 not permitted). If he 
succeeds, the Spell is cast as if under the effect of 
Spell Focus; if he fails, the spell is cast normally, 
without the benefit. This counts as two uses of bardic 
music for the day.

Song of the Masses [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Prerequisites: Bardic Music ability, 
Perform (7 ranks)

Benefit: A bard can influence many people 
at once. He can change the attitudes of NPCs as per 
the DMG v.3.5, but he replaces the Diplomacy check 
with his Perform check. He influences all people that 
can hear him. The Bard must perform for at least ten 
minutes to use this ability. This counts as one use of 
bardic music for the day.

Sophist [General]
"Be wise, be clever!"
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

Your divine caster levels stack when 
determining level.

Prerequisites: Wis 17, Knowledge 
(religion) 6 ranks, ability to cast divine spells from 
two different spell lists, Reconciliation of Religion.

Benefit: Your divine class levels stack (to a 
maximum of your character level) for the purpose of 
determining your caster level. This does not affect 
your spells known or your spells per day.

Spirit Walk [General]
Prerequisites: Anaema, spontaneous casting 

of arcane or divine spells.
Benefit: The character may transfer herself 

from her current location to any other spot within 60 



feet, as per the arcane spell dimension door. This is a 
spell-like ability, which can normally be used once 
per day (see below).

Special: A character may gain this feat 
multiple times. Each time it is taken, the character 
can choose to either increase the range by 30 feet or 
use the feat one additional time per day.

Stapling Shot [General]
By James Sutherland

You can use ranged piercing weapons to 
staple a target’s clothes to a nearby wall or the 
ground.

Prerequisites: Dex 13, Point Blank Shot, 
Precise Shot, proficiency in weapon.

Benefit: You can fire a shot with a bow, 
crossbow, dart, spear or javelin with a -4 penalty to 
staple an opponent to the floor or to a nearby wall (or 
other similar surface). If the surface has a hardness 
above your weapon’s damage the stapling shot fails 
(so wooden furniture or similar objects are 
sometimes better choices for a stapling attempt than 
stone walls). A stapled creature suffers no damage 
but cannot move from the spot they are stapled in 
and loses their Dexterity bonus until freed. To free 
itself, a creature must either spend a full round 
action, destroy the arrow or bolt stapling them to the 
spot, or make a successful Strength check, DC equal 
to 10 + base attack bonus + weapon enhancement 
bonus.

Special: A fighter may select Stapling Shot 
as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 38, PHB 
v.3.5).

Steadfast Loyalty [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

Self-control and discipline are the birthright 
of many, and you strive to uphold these ideals.

Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on Will saving 
throws against charm, compulsion, and fear effects. 
In addition, if you have the Leadership feat, your 
leadership score increases by +1.

Stormsong [Bardic]
By James Sutherland

Your music can summon sudden bursts of 
violent weather.

Prerequisites: Cha 17+, Bardic music 
ability, Perform (16 ranks)

Benefit: By spending a full round action and 
3 of your daily bardic music uses, you may summon 
sudden terrible weather. The wind suddenly picks 
up, increasing in severity by three categories (to a 

minimum of Severe; see DMG pg. 95). Except in 
extremely arid conditions, a powerful storm of 
precipitation bursts from the sky (see DMG pg. 94). 
In extraordinarily dry conditions a dust or sandstorm 
flies into being. In all cases, the summoned storm 
lasts for 1 minute per bard level. This is a 
supernatural sonic effect.

Street Smart [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

You have learned how to keep informed, ask 
questions, and interact with the underworld without 
raising suspicion.

Prerequisites: Native of Antius, Athien, the 
City of Freeport, the Domain of Shadows, or the 
Domain of Samuanel.

Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus on all Bluff 
and gather Information checks.

Student of Nature [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

The wild has always excited you with its 
simple beauty and majestic creatures. It is no wonder 
that many of your talents let you better enjoy the 
natural world.

Benefit: You get a +1 bonus on Handle 
Animal, Knowledge (nature), and Survival skill 
checks. You also get a +2 bonus on Fortitude saving 
throws to resist special attacks from plant creatures.

Sun Smite [General]
By Josh Fishman

Your Celestial heritage grants you extra 
power in the fight against Evil.

Prerequisites: Smite Evil class ability, 
Aasimar

Benefit: When you smite evil, you deal +4 
damage, and your entire strike is considered Holy 
damage.

Suspicious Eye [General]
Modified for World of Kulan

You are always on the lookout for treachery 
and wrongdoing.

Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on Sense 
Motive skill checks. In addition, the DC to take an 
object from you through the Sleight of Hand skill is 
increased to 25. You still receive the normal opposed 
Spot skill check to notice the attempt, and if you 
make this Spot check, you may immediately make an 
attack of opportunity on the target who was 
attempting to pick your pocket. If someone attempts 



the feint combat maneuver on you, you gain a +4 
bonus on your Sense Motive check to avoid the feint.

Normal: The DC to take an object from a 
character through the Sleight of Hand skill is 20.

Swift Summons [General]
By James Sutherland

You can summon more quickly than normal.
Prerequisites: Spell Focus (conjuration)
Benefit: Whenever you cast a spell from the 

Summoning sub-school that normally has a casting 
time of one full round, it takes only one standard 
action to cast.

Tactical Initiative [General]
By James Sutherland

You react with your mind, not your body.
Benefit: You may use your Intelligence 

modifier for initiative.
Normal: You use your Dexterity modifier 

for initiative.

Tactician [General]
By James Sutherland

You replace brute strength with cunning and 
intuition.

Prerequisites: Int 13 or Wis 13.
Benefit: You may select feats as though you 

had a Strength score of 13.

Tandem Fighting [General]
By James Sutherland

Your teamwork in combat allows you extra 
attacks.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +6, 
Combat Reflexes, Dual Strike *.

Benefits: If you and an ally both have this 
feat and are flanking your opponent, you may each 
make one extra attack at the flanked opponent each 
round at your highest attack bonus. If you choose to 
do so, all your attacks for the round suffer a -4 
penalty.

Special: A fighter may select Tandem 
Fighting as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, PHB v.3.5). *See page 108 in Complete 
Adventurer for this feat.

Tanglewalker [General, Regional]
You know the tangle maze of the City-state 

of Onaway like the back of your hand.
Prerequisites: 1st-level, native of the city of 

Onaway.

Benefit: You gain a -2 Survival DC modifier 
when tracking creature through the tangle maze. You 
also gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge (local), which is 
always a class skill for you.

Tent Dweller [General, Regional] 
By Branson Maddocks – modified for World of  
Kulan

You grew up living beneath the canvas of 
tents, a wanderer from your childhood.

Prerequisites: 1st-level, born into a 
nomadic tent community such as Althan’s Tribe, 
Dhoradama, or Gallo’s Band.

Benefits: Characters who take this feat gain 
a +2 bonus on Knowledge (nature), Ride, and 
Survival checks.

Theurgic Adept [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

Your arcane and divine caster levels stack 
when determining caster level.

Prerequisites: Int 15, Wis 15, Cha 15, 
Knowledge (arcana) 6 ranks, Knowledge (religion or 
nature) 6 ranks, ability to cast both arcane and divine 
spells, Mystic Insight or Insight into the Green.

Benefit: Your arcane and divine class levels 
stack (to a maximum of your character level) for the 
purpose of determining your caster level. This does 
not affect your spells known or your spells per day.

Theurgic Focus [General]
By Jim Stenberg – modified for World of Kulan

You gain a divine/arcane gestalt level, in the 
future.

Prerequisites: Int 13, Wis 13, Cha 13, 
ability to cast both arcane and divine spells.

Benefit: At some future time when you 
advance a level, choose an arcane class and a divine 
class you have levels in. You may take a gestalt level 
in these classes.

Special: If you use a rule variant that allows 
a limited number of gestalt levels then the gestalt 
level gained by this feat counts as a level of a base 
class.

Theurgic Mastery [Special]
You may select divine spells for use with 

Spell Mastery; gain extra mastery spells.
Prerequisites: Int 15, Wis 15, Cha 15, 

Wizard level 5th, Knowledge (arcana) 6 ranks, 
Knowledge (religion or nature) 6 ranks, ability to 
cast both arcane and divine spells, Mystic Insight or 



Insight into the Green, Theurgic Adept, Spell 
Mastery.

Benefit: You may choose divine spells 
instead of arcane spells for purposes of the Spell 
Mastery feat, and may cast them without having any 
divine foci (i.e. holy symbol) normally required, on 
hand. You gain 1 extra mastery spell for each time 
you have taken the Spell Mastery feat (retroactively), 
and these extra spells may be either arcane or divine. 
You cannot change any mastery spells already 
selected before this feat was taken, however.

Normal: Without this feat, you must use a 
divine spell focus to cast most divine spells (read 
magic is one exception), and you can only use the 
Spell Mastery feat for wizard spells.

Special: Note that you still only gain a 
number of spells equal to your Intelligence modifier 
(+1 for this feat). Only theurgic spellcasters with at 
least 5 levels of wizard can take this feat.

Theurgic Savant [General]
You gain a bonus on your theurgic arcane 

and divine spells' save DCs.
Prerequisites: Int 17, Wis 17, Cha 17, 

Knowledge (arcana) 8 ranks, Knowledge (religion or 
nature) 8 ranks, ability to cast both arcane and divine 
spells, Mystic Insight or Insight into the Green, 
Theurgic Adept.

Benefit: You gain a +2 insight bonus on all 
save DCs for your chosen theurgic arcane and divine 
classes' spells.

Thoughtweave [Exalted]
By StreamOfTheSky [EN World SN]

Prerequisites: Wis 13
Benefit: You gain telepathy out to 15 feet, 

but you can only use this telepathy to communicate 
with other creatures with the Thoughtweave feat. 
You may use Thoughtweave to communicate with 
any creature that has Thoughtweave within 15 feet of 
a creature that you can communicate with. (Thus, 
you can communicate with a creature with this feat 
25 feet away as long as another creature with this 
feat is within 15 feet of both of you.)

This is a Supernatural ability.

Trader [General, Regional]
By James Sutherland – modified for World of Kulan

You could sell ice cubes to an ice elemental.
Prerequisites: 1st level, native of Triadora or 

Merria; or 1st-level, worshiper of Velit.
Benefits: You receive a +2 bonus on all 

Appraise and Diplomacy checks.

Trapmaster [Ancient, General]
Modified for World of Kulan

You have studied the funereal architecture 
and lethal traps of the long-dead Ancients culture. 
Your familiarity with ancient tombs, vaults, and 
other such sites has instilled in you an uncanny 
knack for avoiding traps.

Prerequisites: Int 13, trap sense +2.
Benefit: The bonus for your trap sense 

ability increases by 4. In addition, you gain a +2 
bonus on all Disable Device checks.

Trollborn Blood [General, Regional]
By James Sutherland, name modified – modified for  
World of Kulan

Somewhere in your family history is a 
trollborn.

Prerequisites: 1st level, native of Hjemland 
or Torassia.

Benefit: When resting you heal twice as fast 
as normal. All multipliers from long term care, total 
rest, etc. stack, so if you have long term care and a 
day’s full rest you get back four times your level in 
hit points.

True Tone [General]
By James Sutherland

Your voice is well trained and you have 
perfect pitch.

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Bardic Music ability, 
perform 4 ranks.

Benefit: Your voice is a masterwork 
instrument, giving you a +2 circumstance bonus on 
any Perform checks with a verbal component. (This 
will not stack with the +2 circumstance bonus you 
receive for playing another masterwork instrument.)

Underfoot Combat
You can enter the space that a foe at least 

two size categories bigger than you occupies.
Prerequisites: Small or smaller, Tumble 10 

ranks.
Benefit: You can move into or through a 

square occupied by a creature at least two size 
categories larger than you. You do not provoke 
attacks of opportunity for doing so. While you are in 
a square occupied by a creature at least two size 
categories larger than you, you gain the benefit of 
soft cover (+4 bonus to AC) against all attacks, 
including those of the creature whose space you 
occupy.



Normal: Without this feat, you can move 
through squares occupied by a creature at least three 
size categories larger than you, or a creature three 
size categories smaller than you (or any creature, if 
you are Tiny or smaller).

Veteran [General]
By James Sutherland

Years of experience have developed your 
instincts.

Prerequisites: 10th-level.
Benefit: You may select feats as though you 

had a Wisdom score of 15.

Virtuoso [General]
By James Sutherland

You have a great talent for one specific type 
of performance.

Prerequisites: Perform skill.
Benefit: You get a +4 competence bonus to 

a specific type of Perform check.

Water Rat [General, Regional]
Modified for World of Kulan

Most citizens of seaports learn to swim at a 
very early age, and take to the water as easily as 
land.

Prerequisites: Swim skill, you grew up in a 
seaport community (i.e. Selquin).

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Swim 
checks. When wearing light or no armor and not 
encumbered, fatigued, or exhausted, you can swim at 
one-half your speed as a move action or your full 
speed as a full-round action. While swimming, you 
gain a +2 bonus on Initiative checks.

Normal: Without the benefits of this feat, a 
character swims at one-quarter his speed as a move 
action or at one-half speed as a full-round action.

Weapon & Cloak Style [General]
By James Sutherland

You have been trained to use a one-handed 
weapon and a cloak in your off-hand, swirling it to 
baffle your enemies.

Prerequisites: Cha 13.
Benefit: You ready a cloak as you would a 

shield. You can do this as part of a normal move. On 
your turn choose one enemy that you can see. 
Against that foe you gain some concealment (10% 
miss chance).

Special: A fighter may select Weapon & 
Cloak Style as one of his fighter bonus feats (see 
page 38, PHB v.3.5).

Weapon & Shield Style [General]
By James Sutherland

You are extremely capable with a weapon 
and shield.

Prerequisites: Shield Proficiency.
Benefit: When wielding a one-handed 

weapon and a shield, you receive a +2 deflection 
bonus to your AC against projectile weapons such as 
hurled javelins, arrows, etc. When fighting 
defensively with a weapon and shield you gain an 
additional +1 style bonus to AC.

Special: A fighter may select Weapon & 
Shield Style as one of his fighter bonus feats (see 
page 38, PHB v.3.5).

Weapon Mastery [General]
By James Sutherland

You are a master of a specific weapon.
Prerequisites: Weapon Focus, Weapon 

Specialization, fighter level 10th
Benefit: Choose one weapon you already 

have specialization in. Before each attack roll with 
you mastered weapon you may allocate a total of +2 
to attack and damage rolls. For example, you could 
declare a +2 to attack, a +2 damage bonus, or a +1 
on each.  You may change your mastery bonus 
around with each attack roll. Unlike specialization, a 
damage bonus from mastery applies even past 30 ft. 
with a ranged weapon.

Special: A fighter may select Weapon 
Mastery as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 
38, PHB v.3.5).

Windfall [General]
By Charles Wenzler Jr. – modified for World of  
Kulan

Fortune has smiled upon the character with 
this feat and granted her with unexpected material 
wealth.

Prerequisites: 1st-level or higher of the 
Aristocrat or Trader class.

Benefit: A character benefiting from this 
feat receives a one time bonus of coins, goods and/or 
magic items of her choice, equal in value to her 
current level multiplied by 600 gp. For instance, a 
character that chooses this feat upon reaching 6th-
level receives 3,600 gp of wealth.

Wings of Magic [General]
Your wings act as somatic components.
Prerequisites: Any race with wings, arcane 

caster level 3rd, Eschew Materials.



Benefit: You gain the benefits of Eschew 
Materials towards somatic components while in 
flight.

Withstand Corruption [General]
By Jim Stenberg

You withstand forces that would otherwise 
destroy you.

Prerequisites: Fort +3, Will +3. You must 
have recovered from ability damage to at least two 
different ability scores. You must have recovered 
from the ill effects from at least two of the following 
attack forms: energy drain, ability damage, poison or 
disease. 

Benefit: When you would otherwise suffer 
ability damage or drain, reduce the damage by 1. If 
you have a negative ability modifier in that ability, 
you may also apply the modifier to the damage. For 
example, if your current Dexterity score is 10 or 
higher then any Dexterity damage you receive is 
reduced by 1. If your Dexterity drops to 8 (giving 
you a -1 Dex modifier) then further Dexterity 
damage is reduced by 2, and so on.

Special: For the purposes of this feat, ability 
drain counts as ability damage.



OOTHERTHER S STANDARDTANDARD F FEATSEATS::
Available for PCs in a Kulan Campaign

The feats listed below are some of the more obscure feats available for play in World of Kulan from various 
resources including official D&D references as well as d20 books that I own.

DM’s Note: All of the feats from Airships; Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia; Bluffside: City on the  
Edge; Classic Monsters Revisited; Crime & Punishment; Dragons Revisited; Guide to Korvosa; Redhurst:  
Academy of Magic; The Complete Guide to Treants; and Valus are listed as those books have only a few feats 
listed in them. Many of the sources in the list below have other feats in them but those feats aren’t always 
available for play sight unseen (i.e. Cityscape). (Many feats will require the DMs approval before being allowed 
for player characters for a World of Kulan campaign.)

Note that some of the feats below are restricted to a specific race. These feats are noted with an asterisk 
(*). The Master Linguist feat has an additional prerequisite; a character must also have the Linguist feat, which 
is detailed under “Standard Feats.”

Important!  This list is in a constant state of update.

Name Type of Feat Source Page
Absorb Spell Metamagic L&L Spells and Spellcraft 67–68
Acolyte of the Veil General L&L Portals and Planes 29
Additional Favored Class General Unearthed Arcana 100
Aerial Balance General Airships 70
Aerial Combat General, Fighter Bluffside: City on the Edge 138
Aerial Command General Airships 70
Aerial Tactics General, Fighter Airships 70
Aid Spellcasting Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 19
Animal Mastery General Glades of Death 17
Anticipatory Shot General, Fighter WARRIORS 71
Arcane Athlete General, Regional Redhurst: Academy of Magic 151
Awesome Blow General, Fighter Monster Manual v.3.5 303
Battle Touch General Complete Book of Eldritch Might 19
Battlefield Inspiration General Miniatures Handbook 25
Bloodburn Metamagic L&L Spells and Spellcraft 68–69
Bondsman General Crime & Punishment 44
Brothers in Arms General Dry Lands 124
Careful Listener General Crime & Punishment 14
Charioteering General, Optional WARRIORS 71
City Magic Metamagic Cityscape 59–60
Close Quarter Fighting General, Fighter, Regional Twilight of Atlantis 36
Collective Fury Rage L&L Path of the Sword 84
Combat Leadership General, Fighter WARRIORS 71
Combat Sense General, Fighter L&L Portals and Planes 29
Compose Song of Power Item Creation L&L Spells and Spellcraft 69
Conjure Mastery Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 19
Consume Spell General The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 19
Craft Anaeman Tool * Item Creation L&L Mythic Races 15
Craft Construct Item Creation Monster Manual v.3.5 303
Craft Glyph Egg Item Creation L&L Spells and Spellcraft 150
Craft Living Magic Item * Item Creation The Complete Guide to Treants 24
Craft Magic Seed * Item Creation The Complete Guide to Treants 24
Create Portal Item Creation Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 34
Crushing Vines General The Complete Guide to Treants 24-25
Deceptive Spell Metamagic Cityscape 60
Defensive Genius General, Fighter WARRIORS 72



Deflection to Attraction Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 20
Devoted General, Regional Valus 51
Dimensional Sense General L&L Portals and Planes 29
Disarming Attack General, Fighter WARRIORS 72
Divination by Entrails General, Regional Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia 28
Divine Conduit General, Regional Valus 51
Double Hit General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 25
Draconic Defender * General Dragons Revisited 27
Draconic Discipline * General Dragons Revisited 45
Dreamspeaking General The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 20
Dungeoneer’s Intuition General City of Splendors: Waterdeep 144
Efficient Defender General Cityscape 60
Elemental Mastery General L&L Portals and Planes 29-30
Energy Affinity Metamagic Miniatures Handbook 25
Engine Savant Metamagic Airships 70
Enhance Item Item Creation Epic Level Handbook 114
Etch Object Rune Item Creation The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 20
Evil Eye General Frost & Fur 69
Expand Spell Metamagic Dry Land 124
Expel Outsiders General L&L Portals and Planes 30
Exotic Fighting Style General, Fighter L&L Portals and Planes 30
Extra Domain Spell General Miniatures Handbook 26
Favored (I) General Cityscape 61
Favored (II) General, Regional Valus 51
Favored Instrument Special (Bard) L&L Spells and Spellcraft 69
Fearless (I) General Frost & Fur 69
Fearless (II) General WARRIORS 72
Flyby Attack General Monster Manual v.3.5 303
Focus Energy Metamagic, Regional Twilight of Atlantis 37
Foe Specialist General Miniatures Handbook 26
Furious Strength Rage L&L Path of the Sword 84
Giant’s Throw General The Complete Guide to Treants 25
Gift of Sight * General Classic Monsters Revisited 62
Good Memory General The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 21
Greater Divination by Entrails General, Regional Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia 28-29
Greater Powerful Charge General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 27
Group Tactics General, Fighter Crime & Punishment 44
Haft Strike General, Regional Valus 51-52
Hard to Fool General Crime & Punishment 14
Herbalist General Glades of Death 17
Hip Throw General, Fighter Frost & Fur 70-71
Holy Fury Rage L&L Path of the Sword 84
Hover General Monster Manual v.3.5 304
Hunter’s Wisdom General L&L Path of the Sword 84
Hurl Axe General, Fighter Frost & Fur 71
Impaling Charge General Classic Monsters Revisited 43
Improved Corrosion General The Complete Guide to Treants 25
Improved Grapple General, Fighter Crime & Punishment 44-45
Improved Shieldmate General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 27
Improved Trample General The Complete Guide to Treants 25
Improved Tumble General Dry Land 125
Indomitable General Crime & Punishment 14
Inscribe Rune Item Creation Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 36



Insidious Magic Metamagic Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 36
Instinctive Navigation General Airships 70
Intuitive Knowledge General Bluffside: City on the Edge 138
Invisible Spell Metamagic Cityscape 61
Item Image Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 22
Jester’s Magic General City of Splendors: Waterdeep 145-146
Landlord Special Stronghold Builder’s Guidebook 10
Life to the Inanimate Item Creation Complete Book of Eldritch Might 24
Lion-Hearted General L&L Path of the Sword 85
Low Profile General, Reputation Unearthed Arcana 182
Lunar Magic General Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia 29
Magical Artisan General Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 36
Magical Talent General The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 24
Manufacture Magic Poison Item Creation The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 24
Martial Throw General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 27
Master Alchemist Item Creation Glades of Death 17
Master Linguist General L&L Portals and Planes 30
Master Tracker General L&L Path of the Sword 85
Minotaur's Charge General Classic Monsters Revisited 43
Mirror Sight Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 24–25
Mounted Casting General Miniatures Handbook 27
Natural Pilot General Airships 71
Nature’s Grasp General The Complete Guide to Treants 25
Net Master General, Fighter Crime & Punishment 45
Night Stalker General Classic Monsters Revisited 49
Noxious Bite * General Dragons Revisited 9
Pernicious Magic Metamagic Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 37
Phalanx Formation General, Fighter, Regional Twilight of Atlantis 37
Plant Critical General Glades of Death 17–18
Power Dive General, Fighter Bluffside: City on the Edge 138
Powerful Charge General, Fighter Monster Manual III 207
Preceptorship General, Regional Valus 52
Precise Touch Metamagic The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 25
Purifying Light * General L&L Mythic Races 69
Pushback General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 27
Quick Attack General, Fighter WARRIORS 73
Quick at Hand * General Classic Monsters Revisited 49
Raging Jump Rage L&L Path of the Sword 85
Rapid Recovery General L&L Portals and Planes 31
Reckless Charge General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 27–28
Redhurst Alumni General, Regional Redhurst: Academy of Magic 151
Renown General, Reputation Unearthed Arcana 182
Resonant Spellcasting General, Regional Twilight of Atlantis 37
Rigging Combat General, Fighter Airships 71
Roof-Jumper Tactical Cityscape 62
Roofwalker Tactical Cityscape 63
Sable Company Marine General, Regional Guide to Korvosa 63
Sanctify Holy Symbol General, Regional Valus 52
Savage Health Rage L&L Path of the Sword 86
Scent * Regional Valus 52–53
Scent of Fear General Classic Monsters Revisited 7
Sculpt Spell Metamagic Cityscape 63
Second Wind General Miniatures Handbook 28



Shadow (Weave) Magic General Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 37
Shape Master Wild Glades of Death 18
Shieldmate General, Fighter Miniatures Handbook 28
Sidestep General Miniatures Handbook 28
Siege Engine Proficiency General WARRIORS 73
Signature Spell General Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 37
Simple Magic General Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia 29
Simpleminded General Frost & Fur 74
Skill Sacrifice Special (Bard) Bluffside: City on the Edge 138
Skilled Climber General Glades of Death 18
Skilled Forester General Glades of Death 18–19
Slippery Tongue General Crime & Punishment 14
Snowshoes General Frost & Fur 75
Sorcerous Quicken Metamagic L&L Spells and Spellcraft 69
Sow Terror General Classic Monsters Revisited 7
Spear Catching General, Fighter Frost & Fur 75
Specialist General Dry Land 125
Special Dispensation General Cityscape 63–64
Spellcasting Prodigy General Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 38
Spellmarking Item Creation Bluffside: City on the Edge 138
Spellsense General Crime & Punishment 125
Strong Stomach General Cityscape 64
Subliminal Spellcasting Eldritch The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 25
Subtle Scrying General The Complete Book of Eldritch Might 25
Sudden Energy Affinity Metamagic Miniatures Handbook 28
Sudden Enlarge Metamagic Miniatures Handbook 28
Suppress Spell Energy Metamagic Crime & Punishment 127
Swift Tumbler General Cityscape 64
Sympathetic Magic Metamagic Ancient Kingdoms: Mesopotamia 29
Tattoo Focus Special Dungeon Master’s Guide v.3.5 194
Tattoo Magic Item Creation Forgotten Realms Lords of Darkness 190
Tenacious Magic Metamagic Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting 38
Totem General, Regional Frost & Fur 75-76
Tree Born General Glades of Death 19
Tree Swinger General Glades of Death 19
Twist the Knife General, Fighter Crime & Punishment 45
Urban Tracking General Cityscape 64
Unyielding Aura * General, Regional L&L Mythic Races 69
Warcry Rage L&L Path of the Sword 87
Watchful Strategist General, Fighter L&L Portals and Planes 31
Weave Wards Item Creation L&L Spells and Spellcraft 84
Weapon Proficiency (Airship General, Fighter Airships 71
    Weapons)
Well-Timed Strike General, Fighter L&L Portals and Planes 31
Wilderness Born General Glades of Death 19
Wind Sending Metamagic Frost & Fur 77
Wingover General Monster Manual v.3.5 304
Youngest General Frost & Fur 77

There are many other D&D and d20 sourcebooks that I allow players to use for selecting feats. However, those 
books have so many feats in them that it would be insane to try to list them all. Beyond the standard feats listed 
in the Player’s Handbook v.3.5, these sourcebooks include but are not limited to Complete Adventurer, 



Complete Arcane, Complete Divine, Complete Warrior, Crime & Punishment (d20), Dragon Magic, Frostburn, 
Player’s Handbook II, Sandstorm, and Stormwrack.

Other feats from Bastards & Bloodlines (d20), Book of Exalted Deeds, Complete Mage, Complete 
Psionic, d20 Freeport Companion, Draconomicon, DRAGON Compendium, Expanded Psionics Handbook, 
Hammer & Helm (d20), Heroes of Horror, Oriental Adventures, Planar Handbook, Races of Stone, Races of the  
Dragon, Savage Species, and The Book of Roguish Luck (d20) are available as well. However, the use of the 
feats from those reference are specialized (or are restricted) based on the campaign and aren’t available for 
general use.

Also, there are certain “DM Only” references that aren’t available to PCs for a World of Kulan 
campaign. Specifically, Book of Vile Darkness and Elder Evils aren't PC acceptable references. There are few 
references that can go either way regarding being specialized or forbidden. Anger of Angels (d20), Book of  
Erotic Fantasy (d20), Fiendish Codex I: Hordes of the Abyss, Fiendish Codex II: Tyrants of the Nine Hells, 
Hyperconscious (d20), and Lords of Madness are the most notable of these references.

Note that any D&D or d20 sourcebook I do not own is considered forbidden (or restricted) regardless of 
whether I intend to buy it or not (i.e. Libris Mortis is now restricted). Also, there are several D&D sourcebooks 
that I don’t own and that I don't have any intention of using for World of Kulan. This includes but isn’t limited to 
Magic of Incarnum, Tome of Battle, Tome of Magic, and Weapons of Legacy.



EEPICPIC F FEATSEATS
The feats listed below are in addition to those listed in the Epic Level Handbook (v.3.0). The ELH feats can also 
be found in the SRD and have been updated to be compatible with v.3.5.

Additional Attack [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You attack more often than others.
Prerequisites: Combat Reflexes, Epic 

Prowess, Improved Initiative, Superior Initiative
Benefit: You gain an additional iterative 

attack, just as if you had gained one through a higher 
base attack bonus. This feat can give you a fifth 
iterative attack.

Normal: You are limited to four iterative 
attacks.

Special: You can take this feat more than 
once. Each time you gain one additional iterative 
attack, to a maximum of five iterative attacks.

Air Mastery [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You are resistant to air-based attacks.
Prerequisites: Favored element (air), 

Knowledge (elements) 25 ranks.
Benefit: You are considered to be two sizes 

larger for purposes of resisting the effects of wind. 
You ignore the first 5 points of damage caused by 
any fog, cloud, or air-based attack. Any penalties 
you suffer to missile fire due to wind are treated as if 
the wind was one level slower (see page 95, DMG 
v.3.5).

Augmented Elemental Summoning [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Any elementals you summon are more 
powerful than the average elemental of their size and 
type.

Prerequisites: Favored element (all), 
Knowledge (elements) 25 ranks, Spellcraft 25 ranks.

Benefit: Any elemental you summon has a 
Strength, Constitution, and Wisdom Score 4 points 
higher than an average elemental of its type and size.

Blinding Winds [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your air spells blind your enemies.
Prerequisites: Favored element (air), 

Knowledge (elements) (28 ranks)
Benefit: Whenever you cast a spell that 

creates, controls, or transforms air or wind (including 
fog or mist), you may choose to make the winds or 
fog completely blinding. All creatures in the area 
affected must make Reflex saves (against the spell’s 

DC) or be blinded while within the area. A 
successful save renders the creature immune to the 
blinding effects of that casting of that spell.   

Broaden Elemental Command [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your control over elementals now extends to 
other creatures.

Prerequisites: Favored element (all), 
Knowledge (elements) (24 ranks)

Benefit: You may attempt to rebuke or 
command creatures that have elemental subtypes, 
regardless of the creature’s type.

Normal: You can only rebuke or command 
creatures of the elemental type.

Burst of Strength [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You can call on deep reserves to produce a 
burst of strength in times of need.

Benefit: 1/day you can gain a +10 
(unnamed) bonus to your Strength score. This bonus 
lasts for 1d6 rounds.

Special: You may take this feat more than 
once. Each additional time you take it, you may use 
a burst of strength one additional time per day.

Colossal Spell [Epic, Metamagic]
By Jameson Ferris

You can cast spells of truly staggering 
proportions

Prerequisites: Widen Spell, Spellcraft 24 
ranks, ability to cast 9th-level arcane or divine spells.

Benefit: You can alter a burst, emanation, 
line, or spread-shaped spell to increase its area. Any 
numeric measurements of the spell’s area are 
increased by 400%. For example, a fireball (which 
normally produces a 20-ft. radius spread), which is 
modified by this feat, now fills a 100-ft. radius 
spread. A colossal spell uses up a spell slot seven 
levels higher than the spell’s actual level. A 
character can’t combine the effects of this feat with 
any other feat that affects the numeric measurements 
of a spell's area.

Spells that do not have an area of one of 
these four sorts are not affected by this feat.

Dark Subsumption [Epic, Vile]
By Jameson Ferris – modified for World of Kulan



Your may use souls to fuel your dark magic.
Prerequisite: Epic Spellcasting, Sacrificial 

Mastery or Epic Skill Focus (Knowledge: religion).
Benefit: You may devise and cast epic spells 

with the [evil] alignment descriptor, which involves 
the sacrifice a sentient creature at the climax of the 
rite. The spell must have a casting time of 1 hour or 
longer, and you enjoy a mitigating factor to the 
Spellcraft DC of the spell equal to the Challenge 
Rating of the sacrificial victim. The creature to be 
sacrificed must be suitably bound or otherwise 
restrained, and you must perform a successful coup 
de grace. 

Special: Sacrifice of a sentient is always an 
evil act. A creature slain in a Dark Subsumption rite 
may only be revived by epic spells which make use 
of the life seed, or by the direct intervention of a 
deity: nonepic spells which revive the dead (such as 
raise dead, resurrection or reincarnate) are 
ineffective.

Destroyer of Life [Divine, Epic]
By Jameson Ferris – modified for World of Kulan

Your ability to channel negative energy for 
destructive ends is supreme. 

Prerequisites: Wis 25, Cha 25, Epic 
Spellcasting, any other Divine feat, ability to rebuke 
undead

Benefit: You may devise and cast epic spells 
using the slay or destroy seed, which incorporate 
your ability to channel negative energy. If you 
commit your full daily complement of rebuke 
undead attempts to a specific epic spell, which you 
develop which uses the slay or destroy seed as its 
base seed, you gain a -20 mitigating factor to the 
final Spellcraft DC of that spell. All of your rebuke 
undead uses must be available to you when the spell 
is cast.

Epic Healing [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your healing powers are incredible.
Prerequisites: Wis 25, Heal (27 ranks), 

Supreme Healing class ability
Benefit: When you cast a healing spell, you 

heal extra damage equal to your Wisdom score. This 
overlaps any other bonus to healing spells derived 
from wisdom, such as the Superior Healing class 
ability. 

Epic Resilience [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You are amazingly tough and resistant.

Prerequisites: Con 29, Armor Skin, Epic 
Fortitude, Epic Reflexes, Epic Toughness, Epic Will

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on all saving 
throws that stacks with everything. You also treat the 
first 5 points of damage you suffer from any source 
other than strain or backlash as nonlethal damage.  

Epic Theurgist [Epic]
Your Knowledge skill ranks stack when 

determining number of epic spells.
Prerequisites: Int 21, Wis 21, Cha 21, 

Knowledge (arcana) 25 ranks, Knowledge (religion 
or nature) 25 ranks, ability to cast both arcane and 
divine epic spells, Mystic Insight or Insight into the 
Green, Theurgic Adept, Theurgic Savant, Epic 
Spellcasting.

Benefit: Your Knowledge (arcana) and 
Knowledge (religion or nature) ranks stack (to a 
maximum of 100 ranks) for the purpose of 
determining your epic spells known and your epic 
spells per day.

Extra Domain Slots [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You can cast more domain spells than 
normal.

Prerequisites: Wis 25, ability to cast 9th 
level divine spells, access to seven domains, 
Knowledge (religion) 30 ranks

Benefit: You gain an additional spell slot of 
1st through 9th level. These slots may only be filled 
with domain or prestige domain spells.

Flame Master [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your fire spells inflict extra damage.
Prerequisites: Favored element (fire), 

Spellcraft 25 ranks.
Benefit: Any time a spell of yours, with the 

fire descriptor, deals damage it deals an extra 2d6 hit 
points of damage.

Improved Elemental Command [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You can command more than one elemental 
at a time.

Prerequisites: Cha 15, Command Elemental 
class ability.

Benefit: You can command any number of 
elementals using your Command Elemental ability 
as long as the total HD does not exceed twice your 
elementalist level.



Improved Reduce Level Adjustment [Epic, 
Metagame]

You are considered supreme for a creature of 
your kind.

Prerequisites: Reduce Level Adjustment, 
two ability scores of 25, character level 21st, must 
have a level adjustment of +1 or higher, XP cost (see 
below).

Benefit: Your character's level adjustment is 
considered to be 1 less than normal. This reduces the 
character's total effective character level (ECL) by 
one for the purpose of all game rule benefits and 
restrictions.

The character must pay an amount of XP 
equal to (his current ECL – 1) x 1000, as per the 
rules given in D&D Unearthed Arcana (pgs. 18-19). 
This amount is immediately deducted from the 
character's XP total. The deduction should reduce the 
character's effective character level (ECL) by 1. (If 
this deduction would not reduce the character's ECL 
by 1, the character's XP total is set at the maximum 
of the level below his current ECL instead.)

This XP cost can't be reversed in any way, 
and the payment must be voluntary on the part of the 
character. The payment must be made immediately 
upon the selection of this feat.

You cannot use this feat with Monster 
Classes.

Normal: You must apply a character's entire 
level adjustment to determine its total effective 
character level (ECL).

Special: You can take this feat more than 
once. Each time it is selected, your' character's level 
adjustment is reduced by 1. You can reduce your 
character's level adjustment to zero with this feat.

Improved Strain Resistance [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your resistance to strain increases.
Prerequisites: Strain resistance 11, 

Endurance, Knowledge (elements) (24 ranks)
Benefit: Your strain resistance increases by 

2. 
Special: You can take this feat more than 

once. Its effects stack.

Magnificat [Divine] [Epic]
By Jameson Ferris – modified for World of Kulan

You may channel positive energy when 
casting certain epic spells.

Prerequisites: Wis 25, Cha 25, Epic 
Spellcasting, any other Divine feat, ability to turn 
undead.

Benefit: You may devise and cast epic 
spells, which draw on your ability to channel 
positive energy, and use them to create matter, to 
heal, or to restore life to the dead. If you commit 
your full daily complement of turn undead attempts 
to a specific epic spell which you develop which 
uses the heal, life or conjure seed as its base seed, 
you gain a -20 mitigating factor to the final 
Spellcraft DC of that spell. All of your daily turn 
undead uses must be available to you when the spell 
is cast.

One with the Earth [Epic]
By James Sutherland

While on the ground your prowess is 
enhanced.

Prerequisites: Favored element (earth), 
Knowledge (elements) 25 ranks.

Benefit: While standing on the earth you 
gain a +4 (unnamed) bonus to Strength.

Roaring of the Waters [Epic]
By James Sutherland

Your water spells roar with tremendous 
volume.

Prerequisites: Favored element (water), 
Spellcraft (28 ranks), Swim (28 ranks)

Benefit: Whenever you cast a spell that 
creates, controls or alters water, ice, sleet or snow, 
you may choose to have an extremely loud sound 
that accompanies it. Any creature within 20 ft. of the 
water must make a Fortitude save (against the spell’s 
DC) or be deafened while within 20 ft. of the spell’s 
effect. All Listen checks made within 40 ft. of the 
spell’s effect suffer a -4 circumstance penalty; if the 
spell itself normally inflicts a penalty to Listen 
checks, it increases by 4. A creature that makes its 
save vs. deafness against one of your water spells 
need not check again against that casting of that 
spell.

Runesong [Bardic, Epic]
By Jameson Ferris – modified for World of Kulan

You have mastered the true power of song.
Prerequisites: Epic Spellcasting, Spellcraft 

30 ranks, Perform (Oratory or Sing) 30 ranks, bardic 
music class ability, mass suggestion class ability.

Benefit: You can develop and cast epic 
spells, which incorporate your bardic music. An epic 
spell, which uses Runesong must have a verbal 
component, and a casting time of one hour or longer. 
If you commit your full daily complement of bardic 
music uses to a specific epic spell, which you 



develop which meets these criteria, you gain a -20 
mitigating factor to the final Spellcraft DC of that 
spell. All of your daily bardic music uses must be 
available to you when the spell is cast.

Special: A bard can select this feat as an 
epic bonus feat. An epic spell, which incorporates 
Runesong may not be a ritual spell, unless each of 
the participants also possesses the Bardic Music 
ability.

Straining Spell [Epic, Metamagic]
By James Sutherland

You can use certain metamagic feats on the 
fly by taking strain damage.

Prerequisites: 9th-level elementalist spells, 
strain resistance 11, Intelligence 19+, any two 
metamagic feats that can be affected by Straining 
Spell, Knowledge (elements) (26 ranks), Spellcraft 
(26 ranks) 

Benefit: You can spontaneously enhance 
your spells with certain metamagic feats at the cost 
of automatically suffering strain damage. You may 
use any of the following metamagic feats with 
Straining Spell, if you have the feat in question: 
Chain Spell, Empower Spell, Energy Admixture, 
Explosive Spell, Maximize Spell or Quicken Spell. 
In return, you automatically suffer the strain damage 
of a spell of the modified level of the metamagicked 
spell’s slot. You cannot cast a Straining Spell whose 
adjusted level is above the highest level of spell that 
you can cast.

Syneresis [Epic]
By Jameson Ferris – modified for World of Kulan

You may combine your epic spell slots to 
power a single epic spell.

Prerequisites: Int 25, Epic Spellcasting, 
Knowledge (arcana) 27 ranks, Spellcraft 27 ranks, 
ability to prepare and cast 9th-level arcane spells.

Benefit: You can develop and cast epic 
spells which draw upon more than one epic spell slot 
to effect. For each additional epic spell slot beyond 
the first, which you commit to a syneretic epic spell, 
you gain a –10 mitigating factor to the Spellcraft 
DC.

Special: A wizard may select this feat as an 
epic bonus feat.

Terrify [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You can frighten those weaker than you with 
a display of ferocity.

Prerequisites: Intimidate (21 ranks)
Benefit: When you make an attempt to 

demoralize an opponent with less hit dice than you, 
if he fails a Will save (DC 10 + ½ your HD + 
Charisma bonus) he is frightened for 1d6 rounds and 
then shaken for the duration of the encounter.

Thrifty Item Creation [Epic]
By James Sutherland

The items you create with a chosen item 
creation feat cost you less than normal.

Prerequisites: Any four item creation feats, 
ability to cast 9th-level spells, Efficient Item 
Creation

Benefit: Choose one item creation feat that 
you know.  Whenever you create an item using that 
feat, you receive a 10% discount in the amount of 
money it costs you (not the market price) to create 
the item.

Special: You may take this feat more than 
once.  It does not stack with itself or with other 
abilities or effects that reduce the monetary cost of 
item creation.  Each time you take this feat, choose 
another item creation feat for it to apply to.

True Theurgist [Epic]
Your arcane and divine caster levels stack 

when determining number of spells.
Prerequisites: Int 19, Wis 19, Cha 19, 

Knowledge (arcana) 20 ranks, Knowledge (religion 
or nature) 20 ranks, ability to cast both 5th-level 
arcane and 5th-level divine spells, Mystic Insight or 
Insight into the Green, Theurgic Adept, Theurgic 
Savant.

Benefit: Your arcane and divine class levels 
stack (to a maximum of your character level) for the 
purpose of determining your normal spells known 
and your normal spells per day, but not for any epic 
spells.

Water Lord [Epic]
By James Sutherland

You are able to move easily in water.
Prerequisites: Favored element (water), 

Swim 25 ranks.
Benefit: You gain a swim speed equal to your 

normal land speed and no longer suffer a penalty to Swim 
checks for gear carried.  You do, however, suffer your 
armor check penalty to Swim checks.
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